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FOREWORD

Even in times when economies where still focused on national markets, business clusters have 
already played an important role for enhancing competitiveness. Th e spatial proximity of clusters 
provides advantages for small and medium enterprises (SME) of similar or dependant branches 
of the economy: through the use of new technologies from nearby research institutes, through 
joint purchasing strategies, by attraction of service providers (as those fi nd in clusters the critical 
mass for their services to become profi table), or through diff erent forms of cooperation which 
reach from cooperation in production to joint marketing, just to name the most important ones.

In the last decades globalization has led to an increased diversifi cation of the division of 
labour as more business locations are being integrated into the world market and SME face 
increased competition. But considering that the world market is growing exponentially, new 
chances open up as well.

For SME the cooperation with other enterprises is often the only possibility to become part 
of global value chains. Forms of cooperation used are downright divers and of diff erent intensity, 
however all forms of rather complex cooperation between businesses need one thing for their 
effi  cient and eff ective operation: management.

Th e manual at hand provides an encompassing and concise overview of methods and 
instruments of cluster management. It was developed in Croatia commissioned by the GTZ and 
fi nanced by the German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). It is, 
however, not only applicable to Croatia and to other transformation countries, but by all means 
suitable for a worldwide use. In addition to being useful for cluster management as such, it can 
also be applied to other forms of enterprise cooperation which go beyond pure supplier-buyer-
relationships, such as: industry and technology parks, business incubators, and even certain 
forms of regional economic development activities.

A number of private sector development and local and regional economic development 
projects will certainly profi t tremendously from this manual. Th erefore I would like to express 
my gratitude to the authors also in the name of all those working in development cooperation 
who will make use of the handbook. Additionally, apart from development cooperation, chances 
are good that this manual will be used broadly, as most clusters and similar cooperation 
structures in this world have been established without the support of donors and out of pure 
economic reasoning and will do so also in the future. We therefore hope that this manual fi nds 
a broad acceptance and experiences frequent use, particularly in developing countries, and 
that it may provide a signifi cant input to their economic development.

Helpful suggestions, criticism and additions are most welcome (karin.hoerhan@gtz.de); 
reproduction (also of parts) of the manual is desired if the source is cited.

 Dr. Rainer Engels, (Section Economic Policy and Private Sector Development, Division 
Economic Development and Employment, Planning and Development Department) GTZ
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Strategic alliance

Every company knows from experience what a strategic alliance is. Companies are not isolated 
entities – they exist in a complex network of relationships with suppliers, customers, competitors 
and public authorities. Successful handling of these relationships can result in a clear competi-
tive advantage. 

A strategic alliance is a joint activity by at least two businesses with the goal of changing their 
own situation. Under the heading “We‘re stronger together“ each of the actors involved contrib-
utes special abilities, in order to profi t from cooperation with other businesses. Th e joint capabil-
ity is enhanced, and is to a certain extent greater than the sum of the individual contributions. 
Th is is the added value of a strategic alliance. It is also known as a “synergy eff ect”.

Figure 1 
Th e basic model of a strategic alliance

Strategic alliances generally have at least the following characteristics: 

• Th e partners expect a benefi t (added value) for themselves. Th ey are proceeding on the 
 conviction that the anticipated added value can only be achieved through strategic alliance – 
 or, at least, more easily. (orientation on benefi ts) 

• Partners in a strategic alliance focus on their strengths in working together. Th e anticipated  
 added value in the alliance arises out of the interaction of specifi c strengths of the partners in 
 the alliance. (orientation on strengths)

Orientation on benefi ts

Orientation on strengths
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HOW AN ALLIANCE WORKS

It starts with a strategic alliance:
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• Th e partners in the alliance bring in specifi c strengths, but not their businesses as a whole.   
 (Partial link) 

• Th e partners in the alliance maintain their autonomy (functional autonomy). 

• Th e structural alliance gives rise to a new system of relationships. 

Th ere are any number of diff erent reasons for and goals of strategic alliances. In many cases busi-
nesses enter into alliances because they share complementary characteristics. Th ey are partners 
in a value chain or they use similar technologies or need similar know-how by their employees 
which they can organise better and more cheaply in joint trainings. 

Where more and more companies in an industry or along a value chain start to organise in mul-
tiple alliances, the result is a cluster.

Clusters or networks

Clusters are (regional) concentrations of businesses including their service providers along 
a value chain – We also speak of networks of complementary businesses in this situation. 

Successful clusters mostly involve a complementary mix of three kinds of businesses:

• Internationally active companies which are particularly strong in the market and are techno- 
 logical leaders, 

• Suppliers or supplementary businesses (often small or medium sized enterprises – SMEs),

• Particularly innovative and dynamic knowledge-based specialists (e.g. research facilities,   
 advanced training institutions, ICT specialists etc).

Economic and regional policy supports cluster formation and development by establishing or 
promoting the necessary (hard and soft) infrastructures. In many countries, policy also promotes 
the creation of cluster structures (cluster management) and the services of cluster management 
to the businesses in clusters.

Clusters are networks of alliances between a large number of diff erent actors in a (regional) 
production system.

Businesses form alliances for 
various reasons

Clusters are networks of businesses 
and complementary entities

Clusters can be promoted by 
cluster-oriented policies



Th e following factors are important for the success of a cluster: 

• Businesses with adequate potential output in terms of economic performance, market access  
 and ability to innovate 

• Clear expectation of and orientation towards benefi ts as a basis for active involvement of the  
 partners in the cluster and the cluster activities  

• Readiness to engage in active pooling of knowledge, and specifi cally of so-called 
 “tacit knowledge”  
 
• Establishing and maintaining reciprocal trust as a basis 
 
• Joint network management by all partners to coordinate cluster activities and handle internal  
 and external networking (cluster management) 
 
• Development of a common image to the public and the markets (cluster PR and marketing  
 systems).

Success factors for networks (clusters)

Cluster development
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2. BENEFITS 

Since Michael Porter published his book on the competitive advantages of nations in the early 
90s, the cluster concept has become an important instrument of structural and regional policy 
in Europe. 

What is the reason for this extraordinary interest in an extremely imprecise topic?

Why clusters?

It is a buzzword, but nevertheless true: globalisation is making life diffi  cult for businesses; 
everything is becoming faster, bigger and less predictable. To succeed in the increasingly complex 
and turbulent environments, businesses have to  

• Sell a stream of new and better products on (often remote and heavily contested) growth 
 markets and

• Take the lead in quality and technologies and 

• Produce and sell at competitive costs.

Innovation – the permanent development and introduction of new processes, products, organisa-
tion and management systems and the successful development of new markets – is becoming the 
keystone of sustainable competitiveness.

Th is is only possible for very fl exible and knowledge-based businesses, which also have suffi  cient 
market know-how, product knowledge, ability to learn and capital. 

However, all-rounders are rare, and it is enormously expensive to try and be the best in every fi eld. 

Th is is why globalisation is forcing businesses to concentrate more on their core competences 
and take on just a small section of the entire added value chain from the raw materials to the 
product ready for the consumer.

In short, globalisation is leading to an increasing division of labour and increasing economic 
interrelationships. Th e success of any one business is depending more and more on the con-
tribution of other businesses. Cooperation is becoming the key, with the success of a business 
increasingly resembling an orchestral concert where numerous soloists blend in an unmistakable 
overall sound.

Th e fi rst clusters were discovered, rather than made. Observers have noted that the economy 
fl ourishes in regions where there are many outstanding businesses in strategic alliances in an 
industry or along a value chain and where there are also the corresponding service providers close 
by, such as engineers, technical agencies, lawyers, professional accountants and tax advisers, 
management consultants and R&D institutes, universities and advanced training institutions. 
Clusters can arise on their own because more suppliers and supplementary service providers 
relocate or establish businesses in places where there are already enough partners. Th ese location 
decisions upgrade the region in question, giving it appeal for new complementary relocations – thus 
the cluster grows.

Cluster policy today is a leading concept 
in (regional) economic promotion

Clusters as a response to globalisation

Innovation as the decisive factor 
in competition

Knowledge is the leading factor for success

Strategic alliances are the second leading 
factor for success

Clusters arise through location decisions 
by businesses and are self-reinforcing.
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Clusters off er small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular an opportunity to estab-
lish an international profi le through networking and strategic alliances. European regions with 
predominantly SME structures, such as northern Italy, Denmark, Wales and northern Spain (to 
mention just a few examples) have improved their international position through cluster formation.

Possible advantages to SMEs from participating in a cluster: 

• Growth of production and employment 
 
• A boost to innovation 

• Improved competence and know-how 

• Improved quality and productivity 

• Higher exports

• Better resource utilisation through cooperation.

Clusters are based on strategic alliances, and without them there are no clusters. So how do stra-
tegic alliances benefi t the businesses involved, and what risks do they involve?

Benefi ts of and prerequisites for strategic alliances

Strategic alliances are a specifi c form of cooperation in which participants retain their independ-
ence, and are not only allies but also competitors at the same time. Th e details emerge during the 
process of cooperation.

Strategic alliances open up possibilities for partners which would otherwise be inaccessible or at 
least diffi  cult to attain. Almost all areas of a business are conceivable as part of an alliance.

Th ese include purchasing cooperatives, outsourcing by multiple businesses (e.g. IT), sales alli-
ances (particularly interesting when it comes to opening up new markets), joint human resources 
development, research alliances, capacity coordination – to name just a few of the possibilities 
for strategic alliances.

However, regardless of the object of the alliance, there are certain features which apply in all 

successful strategic alliances: 

• Alliance partners can trust each other. As relevant internal data is always used as part of 
 
 strategic alliances, such trust is essential. 

• All project members are there voluntarily and retain their independence. Th is is the only way  
 
 to ensure a high quality of project input and output. 

• Cooperation has a dynamic and open style. A rigid structure will be unable to exploit oppor- 
 
 tunities arising in the course of the project.

Benefi ts to SMEs

Alliances open up possibilities for 
partners which are not available 
to them individually.

A successful strategic alliance needs

Trust

Voluntary participation

Open style



• Th e participants remain competitors in other areas, so that there is no question of cartel 
 
 formation. Th is boosts the dynamic level of the alliances and ensures a stimulating environment.

• Th e cooperative project is managed by the partners themselves. It is particularly important to  
 
 avoid attempts by public authorities or outside businesses to infl uence the alliance.

• Th e strategic alliance results in clear additional benefi ts to all participants.

If all these factors are present, strategic alliances off er an attractive prospect for a business.

For SMEs in particular there is also the appeal of gaining access to missing resources and know-
how through strategic alliances, while off ering their own to the partner. Th is allows each partner 
to concentrate on its strengths while using the other businesses to supplement the other areas.

For example, single-source solutions can be off ered with joint planning, organisation and pro-
duction and / or marketing.

Joint innovative eff orts have become increasingly important in view of steadily shortening prod-
uct cycles. SMEs in particular can often only provide competitive funding for R&D by pool-
ing research resources. However, it is important to avoid using research alliances to cut costs. 
Th is would neutralise the eff ect of the alliance.

Innovation is not just a matter of classic R&D – the term also extends to new products, processes 
and new forms of organisation.
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Innovation is often only possible in 
cooperation 

Cooperation and competition

Self management 

SMEs can counter the problems of small size

All-round offers strengthen market positions

Benefits
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3. LIMITATIONS

Clusters are a tool for the further development of existing regional or entrepreneurial strengths. 
Th ey are not suitable as a short-term solution for structural weaknesses.

An adequate number of supplementary and active businesses with at least a European level of 
competitiveness is a prerequisite for successful cluster development.

A clear focus on core competences which are identifi able in practice is necessary. Clusters must 
have a common identity.

Clusters need appropriate, lean and professional control and management structures.

Th e authorities can provide decisive support for clusters through appropriate stimulating pro-
grammes, partnerships and innovative service models (such as the „one stop shop“ model), but 
they cannot „build“ clusters.

Obstacles to clusters and strategic alliances  

• Lack of match between structures and cultures in the partner businesses 

• Lack of legal or fi nancial possibilities for cooperation

• Lack of entrepreneurial attitude or competence 

• Lack of trust in alliance partners and involved institutions (shortcomings in the alliance culture) 

• Lack of knowledge of partners 

• Failure to involve partner employees in the network 

• Lack of informal networking 

• Vague or unrealistic expectations with regard to the strategic alliance.

Resources and support are needed from 
politics and the administration.

Clusters and strategic alliances are not 
a panacea

Clusters need critical mass…

…common core competences and…

…common structures.

Cooperation is not simple
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4. PHASES

Preparation

Clusters and strategic alliances do not simply fall from the sky – they usually have to be created 
step by step. Good preparation is half the story, although it needs to be stressed that clusters and 
strategic alliances cannot be simply planned on the drawing board, and that too much technical 
planning can actually restrict the network’s ability to act. Th e best concept for preparation is 
probably to plan solidly while remaining open to the steady fl ow of new challenges.

Implementation

Implementing a strategic alliance or a cluster project is never a matter of rigidly implementing 
the plan from the preparation stage, but is instead an open and dynamic process. A fl exible and 
creative response is needed to changes in the markets and institutional environment. 

Th is is why rules for cooperation and good, transparent as well as tight information and com-
munication are particularly important elements in successful implementation.

Change

Change is not a result of the implementation – as already described, it is a permanent process. 
However, there are relatively long phases or stages of development in a strategic alliance or a 
cluster after which it is helpful to draw up an interim balance and review the chosen approach. 

Evaluation and learning are the foundations of change, with the job of ensuring that a strategic 
alliance or network either continues to be useful or is terminated if its fundamental elements no 
longer exist.

Good preparation gets you halfway 
to implementation

Openness and dynamism are characteris-
tics of good implementation

Without change, things become rigid 
and useless.
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5. TOPICS 
5.1. PREPARATION | 5.1.1 THE FIRST STEPS

Key questions

01.  What do we want to achieve through the strategic alliance or cluster? 

02.  Can we use other means to reach our goal?

03.  What partners does the project need?

04. Do the partners have suffi  cient economic, organisational and innovative capacity?

05.  What benefi ts (strengths) are the partners bringing into to the network?
 
06.  What benefi ts does the network off er its partners?

07.  What existing successful or solid strategic alliances can the networking build on?

08.  Is the “chemistry” between the partners right? 

09.  What trust-building measures are required?

10.  Are the goals and functions of the strategic alliance or network clear to all the relevant   
  stakeholders? 

Key factors

Each strategic alliance project requires thorough preparation and planning before implementa-
tion can be considered. It will be necessary to proceed in a number of steps. Th e following steps 

are required:
 
 
01. Th e fi rst step is an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). 

 
02. Th is is followed by formulating the specifi c intentions for strategic alliance or cluster goals. 

 
03. In the next step the potential partners needed for the project are defi ned and invited to join. Check on partners 

SWOT

Goals

The 10 decisive questions when starting



1. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

First, it is necessary to identify where there is potential for cooperation in the businesses. 
It is useful here to go through the various operations of the businesses:

• Purchasing 

• Logistics 

• Human resources development 

• Human resources use 

• Organisational structures

• Bought in and outsourced services 

• Production allocation (capacity coordination) 

• R&D 

• Sales

• Market research

• Marketing 

• Customer service.

In each of these areas there will be strengths and weaknesses and potential for expansion and 
cost savings. Th ese should be listed explicitly, for example in a positive / negative list. Involving a 
number of people in the analysis improves the quality of the exercise. Th is also adds new aspects 
to the assessment. Planned projects should also be included in the analysis.

Th e expected changes in the markets also have to be included in the analysis, as these are the 
basis for identifying future opportunities and threats.

If the business has already identifi ed specifi c areas for strategic alliance, it may be enough to draw 
up a detailed list for these areas alone. For projects above a certain size, it is useful to call in a 
professional management consult at this stage specialising in the potential of strategic alliances.
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Solid analysis is necessary …
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2. Strategic alliance intensions and cluster goals

Th e SWOT analysis can be used to formulate areas for strategic alliance or priorities for clusters. 
However, these need to be defi ned in more detail. If, for example, the analysis has shown that a 
distribution alliance would be interesting for the business, it is necessary to defi ne what exactly 
is understood by that. While this does not require detailed planning, the picture of the strategic 
alliance should become clearer.

• What benefi ts can the business generate for itself from the strategic alliance? 

• What benefi ts can it off er its partners? What competences is the business prepared to bring  
 
 into the strategic alliance? 

• How far is the business prepared to open itself up to its partner? 

• What business details does it intend to keep to itself?

Th e questions to be settled here include the form of the strategic alliance (loose association, sepa-
rate businesses, cooperative, public forum) – there are very many ways of structuring strategic 
alliances, organisationally and legally. Th ese questions do not require detailed elaboration at this 
stage, but an outline helps those seeking a strategic alliance and their potential partners in the 
subsequent decision and operationalisation of the project.

Once these decisions are taken, their key points should be set down in writing so that they can 
be referred to in subsequent reviews. 

3. Choosing partners

Sometimes a strategic alliance or cluster project is started with specifi c partners already in mind, 
or the partners may get together fi rst and then develop the concept. In these cases, this phase is 
very brief. However, the search for partners in a strategic alliance can be one of the most diffi  cult 
parts. In contrast to highly concrete and limited strategic alliances, clusters are more open, and 
accordingly need more time to attract (more) partners.

Management consultants familiar with the industry or the specifi c type of alliance sought can be 
consulted. Th e most important tool here is personal knowledge of the industry.

Subsequently, good preparation of the documentation is needed for initial discussions of a stra-
tegic alliance with potential partner businesses. Th e precision required also depends on the level 
of trust. Trusted partners should be included in planning the strategic alliance as early as pos-
sible, while with less trusted partners the level of precision in the documentation should be 
signifi cantly higher. Nobody should ever get the feeling in the discussions that they are being 
confronted with a fait accompli. 

It is also important to present the benefi ts of the alliance clearly together with the expectations 
and requirements, making it easier for the others to reach a well-founded decision.

… for defi ning realistic goals

The result – a written concept for the 
strategic alliance or cluster

Form and intensity of cooperation

The success of many strategic alliances 
and clusters depends decisively on choo-
sing the right partners

For attracting partners: defi ne things 
clearly and invite them to share in the 
process

5. TOPICS 
5.1. PREPARATION | 5.1.1 THE FIRST STEPS
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After the initial discussions, there is a gradual process during which it becomes clear which 
businesses are genuinely ready to cooperate. Th is core group goes on to prepare the strategic 
alliance or network in detail; although the alliance or cluster should continue to be open to other 
seriously interested parties.

Detailed planning

After a core group has been formed which is ready to cooperate, the rules applying within the 
group have to be defi ned, e.g. how new members are added, how decisions are taken, who is 
responsible for what etc. Th e rules are defi ned in small groups, usually quickly and relatively 
informally, and sometimes also in tacit agreement. 

Once the rules have been settled, it is necessary to establish the detailed sequence of events and 
responsibilities. Th is plan of deployment is the basis for implementing the strategic alliance or 
cluster.

Th e themes addressed in the fi rst outline for the alliance – transfers of competence, legal form, 
legal title, cost apportionments, benefi ts gained etc – now need to be defi ned clearly and deci-
sions be taken.

Th is is also the time to involve employees at lower levels more closely again. Th ey contribute 
expertise from their own areas of specialisation, and contacts between experts in the individual 
businesses also speed up communication between the businesses.

In the fi nal preparatory phase – if not before – it is necessary to research whether the planned 
activities qualify for a government promotional programme. Th is allows modifi cation of the 
detailed planning to meet specifi c government requirements. Something to bear in mind, how-
ever, is that government programmes often require extensive disclosure of information about the 
business.

Formulate themes and rules for coope-
ration, rights and duties of partners, and 
management of the strategic alliance 
or cluster, while leaving scope for new 
developments. 

Inform and involve management and 
other key employees in the partner 
businesses.

Research possible government promotio-
nal programmes
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Key questions

01. Setting goals: what are our goals?

02. Why develop a cluster strategy?

03. Components and content of the strategy?

04. How do I proceed?

05. How do I plan implementation?

Key factors

Formulating joint goals and the resulting strategy play a central role in integrating cluster mem-
bers and promoting their identifi cation with the cluster. Th e goal-setting process creates a com-
mon foundation for work and trust in subsequent cooperation. Th e set of goals represents the 
intersection of often widely diff ering interests of the businesses, and determines the general 
direction the cluster will take. Clear goals are essential for a common understanding of the 
impending tasks in cluster development, and for planning and implementing the necessary meas-
ures. Management by objectives (MBO) has proved its value not only in individual businesses 
but also in clusters.

In setting goals, the following points should be considered: 

• Work on setting common goals should start as early as possible. 

• Work on developing a strategy and other cluster activities can only start once there are 
 clear goals. 

• Th e goals should not be too broad, to ensure specialisation and profi le formation for the cluster. 

• Conversely, the thematic focus should not be too narrow, in order to leave open possibilities  
 for development and transformation (clusters evolve). 

• Th e goals should be formulated as precisely as possible, to permit derivation of concrete 
 measures and activities. 

• Th e goals should be attainable and measurable.

• Indicators should be developed for achieving goals.

• Th e goal setting process should be a moderated process involving all cluster members 
 (identifi cation with goals).

• Th e goal setting process is a strategic management responsibility.

The key questions on goals and strategies

Joint goals are important for identifi cati-
on with the cluster

Important points in the goal 
setting process 
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Typical cluster goals

The goals must be regularly reviewed 
and revised if necessary

Deriving the cluster strategy from the 
goals

Everyone must be involved in strategy 
development 

Strategy as a guideline for a goal and 
results oriented cooperation 

Setting the individual goals depends crucially on what kind of goals, desires and expectations 
members associate with the cluster. Several clusters – for example, the German competence 
networks – are more concerned with strengthening innovative capability, while others focus on 
lobbying or concrete market activities (exporting). Typical goals in numerous clusters are:

• Joint R&D

• Promoting innovation

• Joint marketing

• Export promotion, developing new markets 

• Joint procurement, sourcing 

• Providing and using services to businesses (cluster services)

• Training and Continuing Professional Education (CPE)

• Utilising synergies and economies of scale

• Lobbying

It is important to have monitoring in place (see section “Monitoring & Evaluation”) to review 
goals for current relevance at regular intervals and, if necessary, revise and adjust the goals. 
It can often be necessary to reconsider and reformulate existing goals as part of a reorientation 
of a cluster. To emphasise the particular importance of goals as a joint basis and roadmap for 
cluster work, a cluster’s most important goals should be fi xed in the association articles or terms 
of reference.

Once the joint goals of the cluster have been agreed and written down, the next stage is to use 
them to derive a strategy. Formulating such strategies is a crucial task, particularly in the forma-
tive phase of a cluster, as this involves determining the path for reaching the goals and the meas-
ures required. Here again, strategic development should actively involve all cluster members, so 
that the fi nal result is a joint product which everyone has worked on and is accepted by all.

Without a clear strategy there is the danger that the cluster might get caught up in action for its 
own sake, that joint activities might not be coordinated and goals not be reached.  
By contrast, the strategy establishes a common direction for joint work and allows for a goal-ori-
ented approach to cooperation. Th e strategy makes it possible to moderate and plan the process 
of shaping the future for cluster members. Th ose tasks which individual businesses could never 
tackle alone can be operationalised and solved jointly by spreading the load. 
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If the strategic alliances particularly feature SMEs, which are often under enormous competi-
tive pressure, a visionary approach is not advisable for the development of a cluster strategy. 
Instead questions of strategic management should be focused on, with concrete steps and meas-

ures to improve the competitiveness of cluster members (operational strategic orientation). 
In the interests of sustainable competitiveness it is also the strategy’ s task to enable the cluster to 
respond fl exibly as a learning organisation to changing market conditions and innovations. 

Th is naturally brings us to the question of the strategy’s content and structure: how do I put my 
strategy together, what aspects should it cover, and how much detail is needed?

Basically, the cluster strategy should cover the following points or sections:

• Analysis of sectoral competitive situation

• Systematic SWOT analysis (macro, meso and micro levels)

• Trend analysis (markets and technologies)

• International benchmarking

• Analysis of cluster potential

• Cluster vision

• Cluster goals

• Defi nition of the cluster’s range of outputs

• Organisational structure

• Implementation strategy (steps)

• Monitoring & evaluation (M&E)

• Action plan

Th e basis for strategy development is provided by the starting point analysis and the environ-
mental conditions relevant for the cluster. Th e important point of a systematic SWOT analy-

sis is to establish a realistic picture of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Th e 
analysis of strengths and weaknesses is part of the internal analysis and relates to the cluster and 
its members. Th e classic approach to the internal analysis is the value chain approach, which 
distinguishes between primary activities (goods inward logistics, production, goods outward 
logistics, marketing and distribution, customer service) and secondary activities (administration, 
management, human resources, R&D, procurement). Th ere are various approaches and tools for 
the external analysis, e.g. the “fi ve forces” approach to evaluating the central determinants of 
competition (industry competitors, suppliers, new entrants, buyers and substitutes). 

Operational orientation of strategy

Markets change – strategies have to stay 
fl exible too

Structure and content of the cluster 
strategy

Starting point analysis as basis for 
strategy development 

SWOT analysis

Five forces
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Broadening the perspective

Various tools are available for 
analysing cluster potential

Operationalising the strategy in an 
action plan

Learning from the best

Just as in the trend analysis, the aim here is to broaden the perspective. Specifi cally international 

market developments and innovations need to be taken into account, as the cluster has to be 
able to act and stay abreast of changes internationally.

Th ere is a similar purpose to the section on international benchmarking which involves learning 
from international best practices – i.e. other clusters – and deriving strategic measures for the 
cluster in question. For the purposes of international benchmarking it is advisable to call on the 
services of international consultants, e.g. GTZ, DEZA or USAID. 

Th e analysis of cluster potential involves identifying the starting conditions and opportunities 
for cooperation within a cluster. A number of tools have been scientifi cally developed; some of 
them are highly complex. Tools available include the input-output analysis, the GEM analysis 
and the value chain analysis. However, a purely statistical analysis can never be suffi  cient, as the 
primary issue here is a complex system of actors and social contacts which can only be captured 
systemically, i.e. through meetings, surveys and various forms of joint refl ection and review.

Based on the results of the various analyses, the next stage can be the formulation of the actual 

strategy (vision, goal, range of services, etc) which is then operationalised in an action plan. 
Th e action plan is the core for subsequent implementation of the strategy.

To allow for an evaluation of the strategic measures and the success of implementation it is 
advisable to include a section on monitoring & evaluation which identifi es the corresponding 
indicators. 

One central task of the cluster is to improve the international competitive position of the indi-
vidual member businesses and the cluster as a whole. Th is is why it is necessary in developing 
the strategy to focus consistently on international standards and know-how. Th e slogan here is 
“learning from the world’ s best”.

STRENGHTS WEAKNESS

THREATSOPPORTUNITIES

INTERNAL ANALYSIS

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
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Another important paradigm in strategy development, particularly for production oriented clus-
ters, is the integrated value chain, i.e. closing gaps in the value chain and developing innovative 
potential. Th e cluster strategy should take account of these changed competitive conditions and 
include partners at an early stage from education, science, R&D and government actors in order 
to create a cluster specifi c innovation system.

Cluster analyses and strategy development can be very time consuming and cost intensive. 
Compact clusters in particular, where members already know each other relatively well and 
goals have been clarifi ed, should thus act quickly to give the cluster visibility and impact. It is 
important for members to have a feeling of dynamic cluster development and not lose interest. 
As a result, work on establishing the cluster and its strategy should be ongoing and if possible 
without extended breaks.

Th e following approach is recommended for developing a cluster strategy:

Step 1: Identify “clusterpreneurs”

Step 2: Hold a strategy workshop with all cluster members and partners

Step 3: Form a core team or strategy group to develop the strategy

Step 4: Develop the strategy (fi rst draft)

Step 5: Hold more strategy workshops with all cluster members (feedback)

Step 6: Draft the fi nal version of the cluster strategy

Step 7: Adoption of the fi nal cluster strategy by all cluster members.

An important initial element in strategy development is attracting promoters and multipliers 
in the businesses and institutions relevant to the cluster, and incorporating these directly into 
the strategy development process. A central role in this is played by the “clusterpreneurs”, rep-
resentatives of the businesses who are particularly active in and committed to the cluster. Th ey 
serve as fi gureheads for the cluster. After holding the fi rst joint strategy workshop, a core team 
or strategy group should be formed from this group of clusterpreneurs to formulate the strategy, 
with one member of the core team acting as moderator or project manager. Th e current versions 
of the strategy should be presented to all cluster members at regular intervals and their feedback 
should be integrated into the strategy. Th is allows for an interactive process with multiple feed-
back loops which generates a fi nal version of the cluster strategy for joint adoption by the cluster 
members.

Demand and customer orientation also plays a central role in strategy development. Th e specifi c 
ideas about goals and needs of cluster members should be surveyed in the workshops and then 
expressed in the strategy (e.g. goals, range of services). Th e issue of export promotion has proved 
very useful in initialising the goal setting and strategy development process, as this arouses great 
interest among most businesses and there is no direct competition between cluster members in 
this fi eld, in contrast to the local and national market.

Paradigm of the integrated added value 
chain

Creating an innovation system by integra-
ting all relevant actors

Strategy development: how to proceed

Maintaining momentum and dynamism

The key steps in strategy development 

Promoters, multipliers and 
clusterpreneurs

Regular feedback and communication

Demand and customer orientation in 
strategy development
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Trust is essential

From strategy development to 
implementation

The action plan

Important points in strategy 
implementation

Strategic evolution and cluster life cycles

It is accordingly signifi cantly easier to get businesses to commit to international export markets 
in a cluster which they would otherwise be unable to access as individual businesses. 

Even in strategy development it is still true that successful cooperation is virtually impossi-
ble without a certain basic stock of existing relationships and a certain relationship of trust. 
To put it another way, there must already be a certain cooperative culture.

Once the cluster strategy has been formulated it has to be turned into concrete measures and 

activities. A useful tool in strategy implementation is the action plan which operationalises the 
goals and measures expressed in the strategy. Th e action plan is obtained by deriving concrete 
activities from the goals in the strategy and assigning them to specifi c individuals responsible 
for implementation. In addition, a specifi c timetable is set for the individual tasks and activi-
ties, together with the results to be achieved – the so-called “deliverables”. Milestones are set for 
achieving particularly important results of implementation, which help closer tracking of success 
in implementing the strategy.

Th e following points in particular should be considered in implementing the strategy:

• Implementation should proceed in small but very operational steps which do not overstrain 
 the cluster members’ scarce resources. 

• Th e fi rst activities should be ones that quickly deliver concrete results and promote a shared
 sense of success among members.

• An ongoing communication to members is needed of both the goals of the strategy and the
 current level of implementation.

• It is necessary to clearly defi ne responsibilities.

• As many cluster members as possible should be involved in implementing the strategy – every- 
 one should make a contribution.

• Deadlines should be kept as rigidly as possible.

• It is helpful to defi ne interim goals and corresponding milestones on the way to achieving the  
 overall goals for the cluster. Th is combines operational concreteness with maximum possible
 fl exibility for future developments.

In the case of very large and complex cluster structures it may also be helpful to set up a steering 
or strategy group to help with decisions for long-term goal setting and strategy development.

Cluster strategies should not be static constructs, but ensure the dynamic development of the 
cluster and with it the long-term competitiveness of its members. Th e strategic evolution of the 

cluster is a basic prerequisite for the cluster’ s ability to adapt fl exibly to changes in both internal 
and external conditions (markets). Th ere is a form of cluster life cycle. Development and im-
plementation of the strategy both involve managing this life cycle in line with changing market 
conditions and innovation cycles.
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For implementation and control of the strategy it is important to defi ne concrete metrics and 
operationalised goals. A suitable tool for this is the “balanced scorecard”. Th is is a tool to assist 
long term strategic decision making. It uses four dimensions:

• Finance

• Customers and markets

• Business processes 

• Learning and development

Th ese dimensions off er almost a holistic view of the organisation or cluster, its relevant environ-
ment and the dynamics of interactions, which makes possible rapid correction or adjustment to 
new developments, or response to deviations. Th e organisation’s performance is seen as a balance 
between these four dimensions. Developments are presented on easily grasped scorecards.

Another useful tool for the planning and structuring strategy implementation is the “logical 

framework”, which is used as a  standard tool in numerous EU projects. A system of goals, which 
are organized in main and secondary goals, is used to derive activities to achieve these and deter-
mine the resources needed. Indicators are defi ned for implementing the activities and to measure 
the expected results and eff ects.

Balanced scorecard: a tool for strategy 
implementation

Logical framework

EXTERNAL

LONG-TERMSHORT-TERM

INTERNAL

CUSTOMERS /
MARKET

LEARNING /
DEVELOP-

MENT
FINANCES

INTERNAL
PROCESSES

VISION
STRATEGY
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Key questions

01. Why does a cluster need a business plan?

02. Structure and content of a business plan?

03. What needs particular attention in drawing up a business plan?

04. How to plan and implement the fi nancing concept for a cluster?

05. What key ratios do you need in controlling?

06. What funding sources are there for clusters?

07. What needs to be considered in soliciting promotional funds?

08. What needs to be considered in a cluster’s fi nancing structure?

09. What are typical mistakes in fi nancing clusters?

Key factors

Th e business plan as a written “business concept” describes the goals and strategies of the cluster, 
the range of products and services, the market as well as the management and organisational 
structure. Th ere is a close conceptual relationship between the cluster strategy (cf. section 5.1.2) 
and the business plan, whereas the business plan serves primarily as an optional planning and 
management instrument for the cluster’s market-oriented activities. Th e business plan performs 
important functions, both internally and externally.

Th e most important functions of the business plan within the cluster:

• Management instrument: guidelines for strategic and operational orientation and managing
 the cluster in the market

• Guidelines for the practical work of cluster management 

• Monitoring: monitoring cluster development by comparison with the business plan (target
 actual comparison)

• Planning instrument: business plan as a starting point for scenario construction and further
 development of the cluster

• Presentation of internal and external resource needs

• Opportunity to review the cluster concept critically from the entrepreneurial point of view 
 and follow up.

Business plan: operational planning and 
management instrument for cluster ’s 
market-oriented activities

Internal and external functions of the 
cluster business plan
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A convincing business plan is the prere-
quisite for attracting promotional funding 
and capital

Structure and content of a cluster busi-
ness plan?

Executive summary: attracting and con-
vincing the reader

The business concept 

Cluster ’s goals and development pro-
spects

Th e most important functions outside the cluster of the business plan:

• Structured presentation of the cluster’s business concept for external use: cluster’s business card

• Basis for applying for promotional funds, credits and investment capital from public promo-
 
 tional institutions, investment companies, banks and investors 

• Starting point for developing and marketing a specifi c range of products or services (cluster
 
 services)

• Basis for producing communication and PR materials.

For a business plan to perform these extensive functions, it must be convincing in its structure 
and content. Which sections a businesses plan should include in detail and what size is appro-
priate naturally depend on the structure of the cluster, its goals, its legal form and membership 
structure. Nevertheless, there are certain basic topics which every business plan should cover, 
and which are presented below.

• Th e fi rst section (Executive summary) contains a condensed overview of the business plan
 (cluster’s goals, services off ered, market potential etc). Th e main aim here is to convincingly
 present the cluster’s strategic competitive advantage (USP – unique selling proposition), e.g.
 the competence of the partners, synergy eff ects etc, together with the concrete advantages to
 an investor. Depending on whether the target is a private investor or a public promotional in-
 stitution, these may be returns, jobs or innovations. When formulating the executive sum
 mary, the cluster’s clear market orientation should be communicated. Th is section should only
 be written at the end, as it summarises the contents of the other sections. Th e section is very
 important, as readers of business plans often have little time for evaluation, so that they start
 by reviewing the content of the executive summary. It is accordingly important to get the
 reader’s attention and interest them in the concept from the start.

• Description of the cluster: this section is primarily concerned with presenting the business
 concept of the cluster and the story of its evolution logically and convincingly. Just like a 
 business concept, a cluster concept must have a clear benefi t to its customers. Besides formal
 information like legal form and ownership, the key business fi elds of the cluster (e.g. cluster
 services, joint R&D etc) should be explained. 

• Goals of the cluster, planned investment projects: building on the current situation of the
 cluster as described in the previous section, the aim is now to show the cluster’s prospects for
 development. Th e formulation of strategic goals (cf. section 5.1.2) is particularly important
 here. Th is involves formulating not only quantitative goals (growth in turnover and net in
 come) but also qualitative goals (promoting innovation, developing new market segments etc). 
 If the cluster has fi nancial need for specifi c strategic investment projects, these should also be 
 explained. Milestones as important interim goals are suitable for presenting the further devel-
 opment of the cluster.
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• Organisation and cluster management: in this section it is important to show a potential 
 investor who will manage the cluster and how. Th e structure and organisational procedures of 
 the cluster (cf. section 5.2.1) should be described, along with the structure of its personnel and 
 management principles. Th e key personnel, such as the cluster manager, should also be briefl y 
 presented (function, professional background, education, additional knowledge). It may be 
 very useful to a cluster here to be able to point to prominent personalities in politics and busi-
 ness who are on the advisory board. Th is enhances the prestige of the cluster and will ensure 
 additional interest on the part of a potential investor. An organisation chart should be added 
 to visualise the organisation’s structure. Th is section should be particularly carefully formulat-
 ed, as most investors have little or no experience with clusters and their organisational struc-
 tures. Th e importance of this section should not be underestimated, as many investors – 
 particularly from the private sector – believe that they are not investing in ideas but in people 
 and their know-how.

• Marketing, competition and sales: the main aspect here is to present the cluster’s positioning 
 in the market. Th e central element of this section is the market analysis, including analysis of 
 potential target groups or (internal and external) customers, competitors and trends. Based 
 on the results of the market analysis, the next element should be the formulation of a market-
 ing strategy model which determines the target groups to be addressed, the products or serv-
 ices off ered and the technologies used.With regard to that it is also important to describe the 
 basic orientation of the cluster’s marketing strategy (diff erentiation, cost leadership, concentra-
 tion. Subsequently it is a matter of presenting the marketing mix, comprising the elements of
 product mix, price mix, distribution mix and communication mix. For export-oriented clus-
 ters it is advisable to formulate an export and market entry strategy. It is particularly important 
 to consider that technical capability and competitive products are not enough for sustainable 
 success in international markets. A professional and fully elaborated marketing concept is the 
 only way of bringing the cluster’s capability to its customers’ perception. Th e best product is 
 useless unless the business is perceived!

• Products and services: the cluster’s products and services already listed in the section “descrip-
 tion of the cluster” must now be described in detail, together with planned future products and 
 services (innovation ideas).In this context, it is also necessary to consider the state of develop-
 ment of the product or service (idea, prototype, market ready). 
 With reference to the market and competitive situation described in the previous section, the 
 central advantages of the cluster services and their benefi ts for internal and external cus-  
 tomers should be developed. Th e processes involved in providing the services should also   
 be described. For product oriented clusters, the production processes should be described   
 in a similar way. Th is also involves describing the cluster’s value chain. Potential investors are  
 particularly interested here in the central added value activities and processes, so that special  
 emphasis should be given to these here. A major problem for numerous companies and clus- 
 ters in south-east Europe is still meeting quality standards. 

The minds behind the concept

The team has to be convincing

Positioning the cluster

The focus is on benefi ts to customers
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Financing and profi tability

What are the opportunities and threats

Success factors for business plans

 Th is particularly impacts the export capability of cluster members. For this reason, the clus-
 ter’s eff orts to improve product and service quality should also be described. It is particularly  
 important to emphasise eff orts by the cluster and its members in the fi eld of process   
 management (cf. section 5.2.3) and certifi cation to ISO standards. 

• Financial analysis: It is important to show in this section that the business concept or cluster 
 concept can be funded and is profi table. Experience shows that this section is particularly im-
 portant to banks, investors and government promotional institutions. Th e section should 
 begin by dealing with the current economic situation of the cluster (assuming that the cluster 
 has already been operating for some time). Important parameters include trends in turnover, 
 costs and results, the annual fi nancial statements, changes in personnel and the fi nancial 
 situation (credits, liabilities, receivables). Presentation of the future development of the cluster 
 in fi nancial terms is done with the help of operational planning for the next 3 – 5 years. 
 Th e plan comprises the following elements: turnover and results, personnel, investment and 
 liquidity. Th ese fi gures can then be used to determine the investment and fi nance needed. Th e 
 cost structure is particularly important for public sector investors, i.e. the breakdown of total 
 costs into the various headings such as personnel, rental, materials etc, as some items may not 
 be fi nanced or subsidised from public funds. Besides the profi t forecast, the cash fl ow is a key 
 fi gure for potential investors, as this forms the basis for refi nancing investment and paying off  
 debt. Th e cash fl ow forecast can also be used to make statements about the liquidity of the 
 cluster. Details on this section, such as sample balance sheet and income statement, should be 
 part of the appendix.

• Opportunities and threats: potential investors naturally want to know not just about oppor-
 tunities but also the risks associated with their fi nancial investment. Th e main risks covered 
 by the section should be political or technical developments, shortage of capital, decline in 
 sales and defaults on receivables. 

• Appendix: the appendix contains details supplementing the information in the business plan. 
 Th ese can include curricula vitae, market analyses, technical reports, fi nancial documentation 
 or articles of association.

Each year, thousands of business plans are written and submitted for review to potential inves-
tors and lenders. Most of these are rejected; many are not even read thoroughly. Th is poses the 
question, what makes a good business plan? Th e following are some points that should be borne 

in mind when writing a cluster business plan:

• Th e business concept should identify a clear customer benefi t and be aimed at growing markets.

• Innovative services and products with unique character need to be off ered.

• High potential returns should be realistically expected.

• Market orientation and sustainability needs to be given.
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• A solid marketing concept should be illustrated.

• International orientation (globalisation) should in the focus.

• When writing the business plan, consider the audience and its interests (public or private sector
 
 institutions). It may be necessary to write diff erent versions of the plan, depending on the 
 
 target group.

• Planning should be based on checkable assumptions and facts to make it objective and realistic.

• A professional and experienced management team should be named.

• Concentration on the key points is a success factor: a short, precise and solid presentation, 
 
 covering 20 – 30 pages.

• Constant updating of the business plan is necessary.

• Explain technical contents as simply and understandably as possible.

• Show market potential and prospects for development.

In practice, business plans of clusters which have been in existence for some time and established 
themselves in the market are particularly convincing. Existing structures, products and services 
(cluster services) and particularly the results achieved should all accordingly be emphasised 
particularly in the business plan.

Financial planning is an important element of the business plan and an important management 
instrument for the cluster. Th e main responsibilities of fi nancial planning are meeting capital 

needs and securing liquidity. Solid fi nancing is a basic prerequisite for a cluster’s ability to act 
and its sustainability.  

Planning and implementing the fi nancial concept should be done in a number of stages:

01. Identify the cost structure: Determining the expected costs for the cluster is the starting point 
  for subsequent costing and planning. Th is essentially involves answering the question which 
  costs arise, and how high are they? Typical cost types for a cluster are personnel costs, rental, 
  operating supplies costs (e.g. computer). Additional costs often arise in the formation and 
  start-up phase of a cluster, and these also have to be taken into account.

02. Drawing up fi nancial planning: the goal of fi nancial planning is to secure the cluster’s liquid-
  ity at all times. Th e fi nance plan is drawn up by forecasting the cluster’s income and expendi-
  ture for the planning period (e.g. 12 months) and calculating the diff erence. Th e fi nance plan 
  is used to determine the cluster’s fi nancial and capital that the income and expenditure fl ows 
  normally do not match. Th is is particularly true in the cluster’s start-up phase. It is advisable 
  to include an adequate liquidity buff er in the fi nancial planning. Th e job of cluster management and 
  membership is now to access appropriate sources of fi nance and obtain the necessary funds.

Main functions of fi nancial planning: 
covering the cluster ’s capital needs and 
ensuring liquidity

Planning and implementing the fi nancing 
concept

What costs are incurred and how high 
are they?

The cluster must be liquid (i.e. solvent) 
at all times
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The accounts record and analyse all eco-
nomically relevant data on the cluster

Controlling: synthesis of fi nancial control 
and planning for the cluster

Controlling and management ratios

03. Installing a functional accounting system: this involves systematic recording, processing, 
  analysis, evaluation and presentation of fi gures for all economic aspects of the business or cluster. 
  Th e operating accounts comprise fi nancial accounts, cost accounts (cost types, cost centres, 
  cost unit accounting) and planning, which has to be developed and implemented under cluster 
  management.

04. Installing a controlling system: controlling is a multifunctional information and manage-
  ment system covering planning, control and management. As part of controlling, ongoing 
  comparison of planned values (budget fi gures) with actual fi gures identifi es weaknesses in the 
  cluster (e.g. deviation from fi nancial goals) at an early stage. Cluster management can use the 
  identifi ed deviations to introduce suitable corrective measures. A prerequisite for an eff ective 
  controlling system is installation of a functioning cost accounting system.

As part of controlling, the cluster manager should have certain key ratios. Th e most important 

key ratios are described below:

Profi t ratios:

Return on equity:

Return on assets:

Return on sales:

Return on Investment:

Cash fl ow: 
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ROE  PROFIT
x 100

ROE= EQUITY

ROA  PROFIT + INTEREST ON DEBT

ROA= EQUITY + BORROWED FUNDS
x 100

RETURN ON SALES   PROFIT
x 100

ROS=    SALES

RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI)   PROFIT + INTEREST ON DEBT
x 100

ROI=       TOTAL CAPITAL

+ DEPRECIATION, AMORTISATION

+ INCREASE IN PROVISIONS

- REDUCTION IN PROVISIONS

 NET INCOME

= CASH FLOW
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Cash fl ow is one of the most important ratios for the cluster manager. It can be used as an instru-
ment for measuring the self fi nancing capability of a business or cluster, i.e. the cash fl ow shows 
whether investment, repayment of liabilities and distribution of dividends can be met with the 
profi ts from ordinary business operations.

Financing and liquidity ratios:

Liquidity I (cash):

Debt ratio I:

To achieve the jointly determined goals and strategic competitive advantages for their members, 
clusters need solid and sustainable fi nancing. As a result developing suitable fi nancing sources 

is a matter of crucial importance for cluster management. We can distinguish between two main 
sources of fi nancing for clusters.

01. Public sector promotional funding:

 • Grants by regional and local economic promotion institutions

 • Promotional funding under EU projects

02. Private sector funding:

 • Membership fees

 • Income from cluster services 

 • Commissions or income from intermediating orders (e.g. B2B Export Promotion Service)

 • Income from events

 • Income from winning public sector projects (national tenders, EU, World Bank)

 • Share of income from joint patents and licences (research-intensive clusters)

 • Investment companies, Venture Capital (in exceptional instances)

 • Sponsorship by major companies.

 

Cash fl ow: indicator of a cluster ’s self-
fi nancing power

The most important sources of funding 
for clusters 

Attracting promotional funds

LIQUID ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
x 100L1=

TOTAL DEBT

NET INCOME
DR1=
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From mixed fi nancing …

… to sustainability

Prerequisite for commercial activity by a 
cluster: the right legal form

Frequent fi nancing mistakes in clusters

Even if sustainability is the long term goal of a cluster, most clusters need public promotional 

funds (particularly in the start-up phase) for the necessary investment in the cluster infrastruc-
ture and to establish a target group specifi c range of services to members. In attracting promo-

tional funds, the following points should be considered:

• Report project in good time and explore possibilities

• Find out about the procedure for allocating funds and follow the rules carefully

• Approach the responsible offi  ce (decision making authority)

• Write a solid description of the project or cluster. A presentation in the form of a businesses
 
 plan (see above) is particularly suitable here

• Present the project in a context which is relevant to the promotional institution

• Note the focus or goals of the promotional institution (jobs, export, promoting innovation)

• Accept input from the promotional offi  ces, rather than just making demands

• Comply with promotional conditions and requirements

• Always credit the promotion in publications and presentations.

Depending on the cluster’s structure and goals, mixed fi nancing may be advisable for the fi rst 1-
2 years with both public promotional funds and private sector income, where the share of public 
promotional funds should gradually decrease over time. Th e fi nancing model should be based on 
a constant fl ow of income. Public promotional funds should only supplement the budget, and 
never be a central pillar of the fi nancing model. Generally, a cluster should be self fi nancing after 
at most about three years. Sustainability and market orientation play a particularly important 
role, as public promotional funding is limited.  Clusters accordingly need to match their cluster 
services closely to the needs of their internal and external customers, and develop private sector 

income as early as possible.

Th e basic prerequisite for fi nancial sustainability is that the legal form of the cluster must allow 
commercial activity and accumulation of earnings. Th is need is most closely met by the “GmbH” 
(private limited company), a hybrid form (cf. section 5.2.1) and the for-profi t organisation.

Unfortunately, many clusters fail because of a faulty fi nancing concept. If the necessary funds 
are lacking, cluster services cannot be provided, so that no added value is generated for members. 
Members quickly lose interest and the cluster initiative collapses. Here are some of the most 

frequent fi nancing errors which cluster managers should avoid at all cost:

• Promotional funds have not been applied for in time.

• Promotional funds are the central pillar of the fi nancing model.

• Costs have been budgeted too low.

• Financing and capital needs have been budgeted too low.
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• No adequate liquidity buff er has been designated in the fi nancial plan.

• Imprecise scheduling of demand for funds and supply of funds leads to liquidity shortages.

• Th e start-up period of the cluster when there is no income has been underestimated.

• Membership fees were set too low.

• Payment ethics of external customers (Days of Sales Outstanding - DSO) have been misjudged.

• A functioning accounting system is lacking. 

• A controlling system is lacking. 

• Nonbinding fi nancing commitments are treated as secured.

As cluster fi nancing is a highly complex issue involving a whole range of corporate and tax law 
aspects, it can often be helpful to call on external experts such as tax advisers, management 
consultants and lawyers.

Practical example:

Th e Bulgarian software cluster BASSCOM (www.basscom.org) in Sofi a is organised as an as-
sociation with 45 members in total (software companies, universities, research institutes). Th e 
cluster’s activities and services include joint development of international markets (export promo-
tion), promoting technology and innovation, quality management, vocational training and CPE, 
winning and implementing public sector projects and tenders (EU), and representing the inter-
ests of the Bulgarian software industry. BASSCOM funds itself from the following sources:

• membership fees (EUR 600 a year)

• income from cluster services 

• income from winning public sector projects and tenders (EU)

BASSCOM has sustainable organisation and management structures and its self-fi nancing ratio is 
100%. Th e central pillars of income generation for the cluster are membership fees and specialist 
services to members (cluster services).
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The fi ve decisive questions

Organisation creates a framework for 
successful cooperation 

Multifunctionality requires specifi c orga-
nisational structures

Key questions

01. How important is the organisational structure to the cluster? 

02. What requirements does the organisational structure have to meet?

03. Which legal form is most suitable for our cluster?

04. How do I organise my cluster: structure?

05. How do I organise my cluster: processes?

Key factors

Clusters are mostly very heterogeneous systems, consisting of a number of member business-
es and partners whose information, communication and cooperation has to be structured and 
organised. Seen in this way, the organisational structure of a cluster is of central importance, 
as formal organisation and rules for cooperation are giving the cluster its binding nature and 
ensure transparency and accountability for its members. Th is in turn is the basis for mutual trust, 
which again is the foundation for successful cooperation. Organisational structures also defi ne 
the cluster’s functions and benefi ts for its members. Th ey help members to identify themselves 
with their cluster more strongly. Th is promotes the emergence of a type of “corporate identity”. 
Th e organisational structure is also a key infl uence on a cluster‘s competitiveness and vigour, as 
hierarchically fl at and effi  cient structures are essential for operating successfully in international 
markets. 

Central elements of a cluster’s organisational structure are:

• Legal form (what legal status?)

• Structure (competences and communication pathways: who is responsible for what in the
 
 cluster?)

• Systems (organisation of operations: how are processes and procedures formally organised in
 the cluster?)

Th e organisational structure of a cluster has to satisfy many requirements. As the number of part-
ners cooperating in a cluster is steadily increasing, the organisation should be as fl at (have as few 
hierarchical levels) as possible, and be transparent and operational. It should be supported by all 
members and make possible rapid and focused mobilisation of resources without overwhelming 
resource providers or being hijacked by individual members. 
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Another key requirement is the ability to respond to the market of the cluster and its organisa-
tion. In today’s highly competitive and globalized markets, the structure must be capable of fast 
and high quality reactions to the various demands (rapid response capability). Th is is particularly 
the case for clusters with strong market orientation. Th e organisation must also be integrative 
and open enough to integrate a large number of diff erent competence partners and actors, while 
at the same time remaining exclusive and selective enough to ensure stable cooperative struc-
tures and a high quality of the member fi rms (keyword: brand formation). Th e organisational 
structure is accordingly subject to confl icting pressures. Th is means that the multifunctionality 

of clusters can only be delivered by forms of organisation created specifi cally for this purpose. 
Adequate human resources are essential here for the functionality of the cluster.

Th e choice of legal and organisational form depends on the goals of the cluster (cf. section on 

strategy) and here specifi cally on the answers to the following three questions:

01. How closely do the partners in the cluster wish to cooperate?

02. What is the role of commercial activities in the cluster?

03. How quickly should new members be integrated – exclusivity versus inclusivity?

Generally speaking, clusters whose primary goal is joint implementation of commercial activities need a 
diff erent legal and organisational form, compared to clusters focusing on e.g. research and development. 
Th e rule is “structure follows strategy”. Some possible legal forms for clusters are:

• association (non-profi t or for-profi t)

• private limited company (Ltd)

• joint stock company 

• hybrid forms (mix of association and private limited company)

• foundation

Structure follows strategy
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Structure: who does what?

Systems: how are processes and 
procedures organised?

Th e important thing about the cluster‘s structure is to determine the competence and com-
munication pathways, i.e. who in the cluster is responsible for what, and how information and 
messages fl ow between the various departments and members. Classic structures with the 

following elements have proved their value in practice to date:

• steering committee

• advisory board

• managing offi  ce (cluster manager)

• working groups

In any event it is advisable to formulate the structure of the cluster in a set of articles which are 
signed by all members and provide a binding basis for cooperation in the cluster. Th e articles 

should specify the legal form, goals, membership, rights and duties, as well as the organs and 
their functions.

By contrast, the systems are concerned with the working procedures, i.e. with how the processes 

and procedures are regularly organised within the cluster. Modern cluster management methods 
require thinking about procedures and processes which extend from cluster members to joint 
service provision to the market and customers. Flat organisational structures and increased proc-
ess orientation make possible more effi  cient cooperation, greater fl exibility and more customer 

orientation in the cluster (cf. section on project and process management).

Practical example:

Th e Software Internet Cluster SIC is an initiative by a number of software companies from 
Carinthia (Austria) with the aim of getting together to develop and off er the best possible prod-
ucts and services. Th e most important partners in the cluster are the Carinthian Chamber of 
Economy and the University of Klagenfurt. Th e cluster is organised as a registered association 

and has the following organs:

• General assembly

• Executive board

• Secretary-general

• Auditors

• Arbitration tribunal.

For further information on the Software Internet Cluster SIC, see www.sic.or.at.
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The four decisive questions

Cluster services are of decisive 
importance for the success and 
sustainability of a cluster.

Key questions

01. Why are services so important for the cluster?

02. What kind of cluster services are there?

03. How do I organise and structure the range of cluster services?

04. How do I market cluster services?

Key factors

Cluster services are of decisive importance for the success and sustainability of a cluster. Th e 
cluster can only attract and retain members in the long term if cluster management succeeds in 
developing and off ering services which address the needs and bottlenecks of the businesses. In 
this respect, cluster management requires particularly intensive and creative customer orienta-

tion, and a cluster’s most important customers are the businesses. Th e earlier and more concrete 
the benefi ts to members are from using cluster services, the greater the appeal of the cluster. 
Businesses must feel from the start that they are at the focus of customer orientation, and can 
achieve concrete competitive advantages and additional benefi ts from cluster services, e.g. in-
creased sales, greater productivity or quality improvements.

Another important aspect of cluster services is their use for generating income and funding the 
cluster, so that pricing should include adequate margins, if provision of the services cannot be 
covered by membership fees.

Depending on the specifi c industry emphasis, cluster focus and structure of needs, various clus-
ter services can be developed. Accordingly, an initial demand analysis should be carried out in 
the preparatory phase (cf. section 3.1) and services should be also embedded in the strategy. 
Experience to date in existing clusters has shown that businesses are primarily interested in 

the following types of cluster services:

05. Marketing & PR

06. Export promotion 

07. Vocational training and Continuing Professional Education

08. Applied R&D

09. Shared facilities (testing laboratories etc)

10. Tender information service (public tenders)

11. Joint procurement, sourcing

12. Joint projects 

13. Human resourses services
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14. Policy action & lobbying

15. Financing, access to capital (venture capital, SME credits)

Th e individual cluster services should be consolidated in product and service groups (see above). 
Th is makes it easier for the cluster manager to organise and market the services. Given corre-
sponding demand and strategic importance, separate working groups can be formed for the in-
dividual services, e.g. export promotion, which then come up with a special service package and 
coordinate provision of services. A product description or service profi le should be developed 

for each cluster service (e.g. as a table) with the following information:

• Product description

• Basic concept

• Target group

• Core service, customer benefi ts

• Suppliers

• Financing and resources

• Price policy 

• Marketing

It is important to carry out research together with cluster members to determine which services 
are already available in the market and which must be developed and off ered by cluster manage-
ment (subsidiarity). Existing products and services should simply be integrated into the cluster’s 
range of products and services, with special conditions negotiated with the providers for cluster 
members (demand bundling). Th e cluster managers should try to consolidate the various services 
in an integrated “cluster service system” for which the cluster management offi  ce acts as a sort 
of “one stop shop”.

Creating an integrated cluster service 
system 

The cluster as a one-stop shop for clus-
ter services 



Th e fi rst thing in marketing the services is to organise the range of services and make them as 
clear and appealing to cluster members as possible. Th e following have proved particularly 

eff ective as marketing instruments:

• Presenting the services on the cluster web site

• E-mail marketing

• Information on the services at cluster meetings and workshops.

Practical example:

Th e Russian software cluster RUSSOFT (www.russoft.org) has developed a specialist portfo-

lio of services for its over 80 members, off ering the following cluster services:

• Export promotion (trade fairs, road shows, delegation trips)

• Marketing & PR (website, online directory)

• Market studies

• International partner network

• Information events on technical topics

• Tender information service

• Quality management and certifi cation

• Access to capital (Venture Capital)

• Lobbying (tax and customs concessions, trade fair promotion)
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Clusters are project-oriented organi-
sations 

Cluster management requires 
professional project management 

Defi nition of a project!

Cluster projects: internal and external 
projects 

Key questions

01. How important are projects for cluster management?

02. What is a project?

03. What is project management?

04. How do you organise and manage cluster projects?

05. What do we mean by a process or business process?

06. How important are processes for cluster management? 

07. How do you defi ne, model and implement cluster processes?

08. How do you ensure effi  cient process management?

09. How are process management and quality management connected?

Key factors

Project management

Th e structure and management of a cluster demand high quality teamwork in which numerous 
tasks and functions are handled by diff erent cluster actors. Clusters are strongly project oriented 

organisations where concrete activities are mostly implemented in projects. Th is requires profes-
sional project management. Project management relieves cluster management and enables the 
cluster to achieve operational goals quickly and in accordance with its resources. It sets clearly 
defi ned, limited and manageable tasks and enables cluster members to handle important project 
work for the cluster in addition to their current daily business, jointly and in a goal-oriented way. 

A project is a major, unique and complex undertaking, with several actors involved in its plan-
ning, management and implementation. Specifi cally, a project involves a large number of indi-
vidual processes which together lead to the project result. For example, a number of diff erent 
specialists have to work together as a team in building a house, with each of them handling 
specifi c partial tasks and processes so that a viable building emerges at the end.

Cluster projects can be defi ned as:

• internal projects: the project is carried out by participants for cluster members (internal customers)

• external projects: the project is carried out by cluster members for customers outside the cluster
 (external customers)

We can also distinguish between process oriented and goal oriented projects.
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In the cluster context, project management can be defi ned as the planning, management and 
implementation of a unique and complex undertaking involving several cluster actors, with tem-
porally and materially defi ned starting and fi nishing points. Th e goal of project management is 
to implement individual projects as punctually and in line with performance and resources as 
possible. With most projects there is a project executing entity which issues the project commis-
sion and takes the overall decisions, while the project management (project manager and team) 
are responsible for concrete project implementation.

So how do you organise and manage projects as effi  ciently as possible in a cluster? Organising 

cluster projects requires in depth consideration of the following aspects:

• Technical management aspect: setting goals, planning, managing and monitoring project
 phases

• Methodological aspect: applying project-specifi c methods and techniques

• Behavioural aspect: project rules and behavioural rules for project participants

• Organisational aspect: rules on the project structure and procedures.

It is advisable when implementing a cluster project to split the project into several phases and 
deal with these in steps together with the project participants.

Phase 1: project start & defi nition

In the initial step, all the data relevant for the project is collected and analysed, and project goals 

are defi ned. Setting clear and realistic goals is very important for project management, as it sets 
the general approach. Project goals should be realistic, unambiguously defi ned and recorded 
in writing. When setting project goals we can distinguish between material, deadline and cost 
goals. All three aspects must be precisely formulated as early as possible. Th is is also the phase 
when the project participants or project staff s is identifi ed. Th e data analysis is then used to gen-
erate an initial joint project concept, which acts as a basis for discussion and the project plan.

Phase 2: planning

Th e planning phase should start with a meeting of all those involved in the project and should 
result in a project structure in terms of content and timetable. It is important to identify the in-
dividual tasks and divide these up. In addition, an estimate must be made of the work involved, 
the costs set and key interim goals (milestones) identifi ed. To be able to measure subsequently 
whether the interim goals and project goals have been reached, indicators should be defi ned. A 
major point in planning cluster projects is agreement between all those involved that they will 
carry out the tasks they take on in a binding and punctual manner.

Project management in the cluster 
context

The four aspects of project management 

Project management in four phases

Clear goals are also necessary for 
project management 

Planning must be done jointly and 
supported by all
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Project organisation 

A simple but effective planning tool – the 
project matrix

Structuring projects 

The most important document for project 
management – the project plan

Operationalising the project in 
sub-projects and work packages

Th e following tools can be used for project organisation:

• Structure, procedure and timetable planning

• Capacity, resource and cost planning

• Project matrix.

Th e simplest approach is a presentation using a project matrix where the tasks of those respon-

sible are assigned, inputs and outputs defi ned and deadlines set. Th e project manager is respon-
sible for following up deadline overruns, as otherwise the cooperation will lose discipline.

Th e following tools can be used to structure projects:

• Milestone plans / lists

• Networking schedules

• Activities plans

Th ere is a range of useful software for facilitating planning and visualising the various tasks, 
activities, sequences, interim goals and timetables. For example, MS Excel can be used for project 
planning, or specifi c project management software such as MS Project.

Th e results of the planning phase can then be summarised in an overall document, the project 

plan. Th is plan includes the following elements:

• Project description

• Brief description of the project executing agency

• Project manager, organisation

• Description of the project partners

• Th e initial situation and motivation

• Subject of the project, project goals

• Project structure, procedure and timetable planning

• Personnel and resources plan

• Cost and fi nancing plan

• Timetable and work plan, project matrix

It is important in the project or project structure plan to break down the overall project into sub-
projects and break these down in turn into sub-tasks. Th e sub-tasks or “work packages” then have 
to be broken down further into individual activities. It is useful here to draw up work package 
descriptions. Each work package should be clearly assigned to one individual, and the time and 
resources (costs) for them should be defi ned.
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Phase 3: project implementation

During project implementation, two central management functions have to be performed – 
concrete project organisation, and management of the execution of the work. Th e main tasks in 
project organisation are creating a goal-oriented framework for action, i.e. ensuring clearly de-
fi ned obligations in implementation and creating a structure for communication. Th is is particu-
larly important because every project is subject to a specifi c dynamic, and there may be changes 
over the course of the project. Th ese need to be communicated to project participants quickly 
and transparently, in order to be able to respond appropriately. As far as project management 
is concerned, the primary tasks are coordinating the individual work packages, coordinating 
the participants, structuring concrete project communication, and motivating project partici-
pants. During this phase there must naturally be ongoing project controlling, in the form of a 
comparison between actual and budget fi gures, carried out by the project manager. With very 
extensive projects, controlling can be done by separate controlling teams. Project controlling 
covers monitoring project progress, costs, and time and quality tracking. However, controlling 
should also enhance the ability of project participants to refl ect and provide feedback to enhance 
project management skills (keyword: self-organisation capability). Particularly important for 
project management are regular project team meetings for face-to-face sharing of information, 
communication and progress control. Th ese meetings are also important for team building, as 
they promote group coherence.

An important instrument for project implementation is the project plan or project matrix men-
tioned earlier, as this serves as a guideline and gives all participants an exact overview of the 
status of the project. 

Another important point is to ensure up-to-date project documentation, which makes it possible 
for individual team members to coordinate their work and ensures a uniform level of knowledge 
within the group. Th e principle is that the status of documentation should always match the 
status of the project. Project documentation covers documentation of both the progress and the 
results of the project. Th e reporting system required for documentation should largely follow the 
structure of the project plan.

Two central management tasks: project 
organisation and project management 

Trust is good – project monitoring is 
better

Project team meetings: information, 
communication and team building

Up-to-date project documentation so that 
everyone in the team knows what they 
need for their job
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The project can only be concluded once 
the project goal is 100% met 

The project manager’s tasks

Selection criteria for a project manager

Phase 4: project completion

Project completion should be defi ned in qualitative and quantitative terms in the project plan 
(goal attainment). Th e project can only be regarded as complete if 100 per cent of the defi ned 
project goals have been reached. In any case, after completion of a cluster project the individual 
project phases should be jointly analysed and evaluated. What worked well, what less well, what 
were the reasons, and what can be done better in the next project (lessons learned)? Project 
documentation (project progress reports, fi nal report) play an important role in this. An internal 
cost analysis should also be included in the fi nal phase. Th e last step is to wind up the project 
and project group.

Th e project manager has a central role in project management. Th e most important tasks for the 

project manager are:

• Overall coordination and management of the project team

• Project planning and controlling (performance, deadlines, costs)

• Leading the team, i.e. goal-oriented assignment of project participants 

• Motivating project participants 

• Allocating and distributing resources

• Moderation

• Representing the project, internally and externally

• Project communication (internal, external)

• Project administration and documentation

Th e project manager should be chosen on the basis of project experience, technical knowledge 
(project content), communication and management skills, ability to work under pressure and 
fl exibility. With major projects, a separate project steering committee can be formed. Generally, 
however, this function is performed by the cluster steering committee, which supervises the 
project manager and project team.
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Project management is an interdisciplinary activity which can only be effi  ciently handled by a 
team. Th e exact membership of the team depends on the content of the project. It is a matter 
of fi nding the right mix of people with the necessary technical, methodological and social com-
petence. All team members should see themselves as full and equal members of the project, to 
ensure identifi cation with the project and the emergence of an “internal identity” (cooperation 
and cohesion) in the group. Th e size of the project team depends on the scale of the project. 
Normally, a project team should have at least three members. Project team sizes of 3 – 7 have 
proved to be optimal in the past. Th e central functions of the project team include:

• Autonomous completion of work packages

• Attendance at project team meetings

• Structuring the relationship with other project members and project manager (information
 
 and communication)

• Project documentation for assigned work packages.

In many clusters, concrete operational activities are carried out in working groups (cf. section on 
organisation) which are responsible for specifi c areas (e.g. export). Depending on the content of 
the project, it may accordingly be helpful to use these existing structures for project work. Th is 
has the advantage you can call on existing project structures and an established team.

Th ere are several behavioural rules for project implementation which all project members 

should observe:

• It is as important to listen as to speak.

• Confl icts and problems should be openly expressed, discussed and solved.

• Documentation of working and discussion results should be done and disseminated.

• All project documents and information are accessible for everyone all at all times (open fi les).

• Responsibilities are unambiguously defi ned.

• Approaches are discussed, decided upon and then followed by all.

• All members are full and equal project staff .

• Open and transparent information and communication structures are provided for.

Team size and composition

Tasks of the project team

Using working groups for project work

Behavioural rules for successful work in 
the project team
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Defi nition of a business process 

Types of process

Process levels: primary processes and 
sub-processes

From functional orientation to process 
orientation

Process management 

Th e question fi rst arises what we actually mean by the term process or business process. Applied 
to the cluster context, we can defi ne the term as follows: A business process is a chain of function-
ally linked activities with the aim of meeting requirements of internal and external customers. 
We can distinguish here between the following kinds of processes:

• Management processes: these are processes in the area of strategy, planning and management,
 i.e. processes in the fi eld of strategic cluster management 

• Core processes: these are processes associated with production within the cluster, i.e. specif-
 cally cluster services 

• Support processes: this kind of process involves providing the infrastructure and resources
 needed for the organisation.

Other types of processes which are particularly important for a cluster are learning and informa-
tion processes (knowledge management).

Depending on the level of hierarchy and aggregation, these various kinds of processes can be 
broken down into primary processes and sub-processes.

Th e importance of process management has increased signifi cantly in recent years. Globalisa-
tion, technological programme and the transition to a knowledge-based economy (KBE) have 
all resulted in growing complexity in market conditions and individual customer wants. In this 
highly competitive and dynamic environment an institution organised in terms of purely func-
tional departments will quickly reach its limits, with growing interface problems and friction. 
Th is has led to a shift in paradigm from functional orientation to process orientation.

Functional orientation
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Process orientation

Th is paradigm is naturally even more important for clusters, as here it is necessary to coordinate a 
number of often very heterogeneous businesses, institutions and structures, which are also legally 
autonomous. Th e problem of interfaces and vested interests is accordingly even more proponent 
than in the case of a single business. Besides project management, process management is an-
other key element in cluster management. Every cluster needs clearly defi ned processes which 
are jointly implemented and experienced. Th is creates effi  ciency and transparency for both inter-
nal and external cluster customers. Inside the cluster, process orientation promotes thinking in 
causal relationships, synergetic advantages and global optima. Th ere is accordingly also a close 
link with the concept of the integrated value chain.

In the context of cluster management, process orientation off ers the following specifi c advantages:

• Market and customer orientation

• Greater effi  ciency and economy

• Holistic thinking in cooperative structures

• Better coordination and cooperation 

• Improved integration of value chains

• Flexibility and response capability

• Fewer interfaces between cluster actors

• More effi  cient (lean) cluster management 

• Transparency

• Quality management (process orientation as a starting point for quality management – 
 QMS – and certification)

Effi ciency and transparency in cluster 
management through process orientation

Advantages of process orientation

CLUSTER
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Introducing a process management sys-
tem in fi ve steps

Th e question that arises now for the cluster manager is how to introduce professional process 
management in the cluster. If there is no process management system in the cluster as yet, i.e. the 
individual processes still have to be defi ned, an introduction in fi ve steps is recommended:

01. Develop a cluster process model in which the cluster’s central management, core and support
  processes are determined. Th e focus here should be on market and customer orientation, and
  the processes should be aligned accordingly.

Cluster process model

02. Develop target processes: the task now is to develop and model the individual (main and sub
  processes on the basis of the cluster process model. For this, the fi rst activity is to determine
  the start and fi nish of each process, the actors or functions involved, and the structure of
  cooperation (who is working with whom?). Next, the individual process steps or activities (e.g.
  send application form) are assigned to the responsible functional areas (e.g. cluster manager)
  in temporal and logical sequence. Th ere are standard symbols (operation, data, decision) and
  modelling conventions (process fl ow from left to right or top to bottom) for visualising the
  process. A “process owner” should be designated for each process with responsibility for the
  process fl ow and results. Practical experience has shown that it is best to start by developing
  the target processes for the cluster services, as these have central importance for the cluster
  (customer orientation, generating income)
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Example: application process.

03. Process documentation: the next step is to describe the target processes which have been 
  developed and document them in writing (process description, management manual).

04. Process implementation: the process must now be introduced into cluster management and
  prove its value in practice. Th e important aspect here is for the processes to be implemented
  consistently by all participants, following the steps as required.

05. Process optimisation: cluster structures, market and customer requirements all change. Th is
  means that the processes must also always be subject to critical review, and revised or optimised
  wherever necessary (permanent improvement process – PIP). Th e process management system
  accordingly needs to be fl exible and adaptable. Success indicators must be defi ned to check and
  evaluate the business processes. Suitable indicators include customer satisfaction (internal and
  external customers), quality of services, time inputs and costs.

Permanent improvement process (PIP)
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Process management in team work

Approaches to process optimisation

Introduction of the process management system as a whole should be participative, i.e. all the rele-
vant cluster actors should be included in this task or individual steps with the help of workshops.

Th e importance of control and permanent improvement of processes has already been noted. 
Th e following approaches are available for optimising existing processes:

• Reducing interfaces

• Integrating functions

• Integrating responsibilities 

• Integrating tasks

• Simplifying

• Outsourcing

• Introducing standards

• IT support

• Reducing division of labour 

• Integrating teamwork

• Reducing control functions

• Increasing decision-making authority

A comprehensive quality management system (QMS) is based on the following fundamental 

elements:

• Customer and/or market orientation

• Member and/or employee orientation

• Process orientation

Th ere is accordingly a very close relationship between process and quality management. Process 
management is an integral component of quality management.

5. TOPICS 
5.2. IMPLEMENTATION | 5.2.3. MANAGING CLUSTER PROJECTS AND PROCESSES
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Without clearly defi ned and documented processes, for example, the quality of the cluster’s 
services to its internal and external customers cannot be assured, threatening the competitiveness 
of the cluster and its members.

Th e development of a process management system can also be very attractive to a cluster as if 
signifi cantly facilitates subsequent introduction of a quality management system and certifi cation 
to ISO (the process management system is a key element of the quality management manual). 
Th is can be a very interesting aspect for the strongly export and sales oriented cluster in particular.

MARKET
ORIENTATION

QMS

PROCESS
ORIENTATION

MEMBER
ORIENTATION

COMPETITIVENESS
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The six decisive questions

Are close relationships in the core 
group enough?

Carry out specifi c comparative analysis 
of the necessary and available compe-
tences

Make provision for different intensities in 
partnership

Key questions

01. Does the strategic alliance have the right partners or are important ones missing?

02. Are the partners contributing resources in proportion to their strength?

03. Is there a balance between the obligations on the partners to the strategic alliance or the cluster
  and the services provided to the strategic alliance or the cluster to the partner?

04. Are there diff erent groups of partners, and are these groups clear and functional?

05. Is the cluster suffi  ciently known and appealing to new partners?

06. Are diff erent and agreed forms of attracting partners used?

Key factors

Strategic alliances usually arise on the basis of professional or personal contacts. Often there is a 
strategic alliance core with people who have already had good experience of alliances and estab-
lished mutual trust. But is that enough for a successful and sustainable strategic alliance.

A (written) strategic alliance concept with goals, SWOT, measures and resources is needed to 
show what competences the group is lacking. Th is phase should be given special attention in 
every strategic alliance, to avoid “lock-in” eff ects.

New partners can then be sought on the basis of an exact gap analysis. Attracting partners for 
strategic alliances is always more a matter of personal discussions, because this is the only way of 
establishing an atmosphere of trust.

It is usually simpler to attract partners for larger networks and clusters. Th ese do not involve 
a concrete cooperation project, but rather a range of diff erent activities which permit diff erent 
forms of intensive participation.

Th e important thing for networks and clusters is that they make possible diff erent forms of part-
nerships and participation. Th ese diff erent forms can be spread over time:

In the initial phase of the cluster, there are possibilities of “trial partnership” in which the part-
ners need only issue a declaration of intent to cooperate. Th is merely commits them to disclosing 
specifi c business information.

Only after a specifi c period in transforming the partnership do they assume obligations specifi ed 
in the strategic alliance agreement, such as membership fees, providing information and know-
how, possibly liability and similar commitments. For this, genuine partners receive exclusive 
services and information from the cluster, or they get special conditions.
Although strategic alliance and clusters require formal rules and agreements between the part-
ners, the mutual tie is not primarily the result of the formal facet of cooperation. Informal and 
living processes are always more important for binding partners and integrating them into the 
strategic alliance or cluster than mere formal rules. 

5. TOPICS 
5.2. IMPLEMENTATION | 5.2.4. ATTRACTING AND BINDING PARTNERS 
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The ten decisive questions for advanced 
training and innovation

An edge in knowledge ensures 
competitive advantages

Codifi ed and uncodifi ed knowledge are 
equally important

Key questions

Managers and employees with the ability to cooperate are an important key for success within 
clusters. Th e following questions are particularly relevant:

01. Is innovation practised as a comprehensive concept including technical, organisational and
  communicative competences?

02. Do the partner businesses have advanced training measures to promote the ability of managers
  and employees to cooperate?

03. Are the businesses successful in making newly acquired knowledge and skills of their managers
  and employees available to the whole business through training and advanced training?

04. Is there a common advanced training concept for cluster partners?

05. Is advanced training jointly developed and implemented in the cluster as a strategic priority?

06. Is a review of needs carried out for all employees as a basis for advanced training?

07. Are knowledge and acquisition of knowledge adequately documented and available to all 
  partners and their employees?

08. Is the success of advanced training regularly evaluated?

09. Are leading international fi gures suffi  ciently engaged for advanced training in the cluster?

10. Are there enough opportunities for open exchange of informal knowledge and news?

Key factors

Th e decisive competitive advantage for the future is knowledge and competence of managers and 
employees in the businesses and the supporting organisations of the cluster. Th is is important 
because innovation in all areas (technology, design, marketing, organisation, management) re-
quires creativity, knowledge and relationship skills on the part of all the employees involved.

Managers who “only” procure and control are accordingly just as defi cient as employees who 
“only” work well.

However, knowledge and its generation are not static, but the result of an interactive learning 
process between researchers and users, in interplay with global electronic networks.

We can usefully distinguish between diff erent forms of knowledge: 

Codifi ed knowledge as accessible knowledge which can be saved on data storage media and 
transmitted all over the world, such as research results on a topic relevant to a cluster. 

5. TOPICS 
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And tacit knowledge, for example the knowledge used by a designer with years of practical 
experience which is constantly being honed by experience but is often very diffi  cult to express 
and codify (“we know more than we can tell”). Such knowledge can generally only be transferred 
in close social contact with the source, and the transfer requires social skills and relationships 
with the specialists (personal contacts, courses, seminars, Internet) to utilise their expertise.

Knowledge maps provide an overview of the knowledge available in the partner businesses, 
together with the potentials and their distribution. 

In this situation, qualifi cation as a process for upgrading human capital through consulting and 
education takes on high priority. Competitive qualities need high-level qualifi cations, which in 
turn require well-conceived qualifi cation opportunities.

Th e conditions for success in today’s turbulent markets – national and international – have 
changed considerably. In times where selective market development strategies and quality are 
demanded from many diff erent directions, the needs of qualifi cation have to be taken into con-
sideration at all stages of the value chain. Th e main implications are:

• Standard solutions are less and less possible; specialist businesses increasingly need individu-
 ally developed solutions.

• Technical specialisation must be combined with an integrative approach networking with all
 areas required to deliver quality. Th is demands a communication strategy with partners which
 goes beyond the purely technical sphere, and/or their involvement in training measures for
 consultants etc.

• Th e increased demand for technical specialisation is a result of the specialisation of producers.
 Concentration on business core competences in production involves greater entrepreneurial risk.
 Accordingly, management and fi nancial issues are becoming more and more important.

• Greater attention to market information is required, i.e. information on quality demands by 
 customers – whether consumers or marketing partners – which go beyond the controlled
 guidelines. Th is becomes increasingly valid the more the respective markets are dynamic and
 competitive.

• A good understanding of quality trends and knowledge of the strengths and weakness of pro-
 ducers and suppliers is indispensable. 

• Competitive and innovative products require rapid implementation of research results. Th is in
 turn means staying abreast of scientifi c research trends and developments and being able to put
 research early into practice.

Th ese challenges mean that clusters need a qualifi cation system with multiple components. First, 
it involves a qualitative technical lecture and discussion programme, based on an assessment 
by the leading businesses and research institutes of what will be needed in the next few years. A 
review of the needs of the cluster businesses for qualifi cations is another important input into 
this technical programme.

Preparing knowledge maps

New qualifi cation requirements

Learning from the best … 
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and
learning from each other

However, a cluster also needs a very open, interactive and relations-based network learning 

forum which can be fl exibly confi gured by the actors themselves. In such an open learning 
system there are no planned programmes of events – every member can take the initiative and 
submit a personal learning module within the framework of the network forum. Th e initiator 
assumes the role of a broker here, putting a short description of the content, format and fi rst date 
for the desired module on the cluster website (intranet). If more than a predetermined minimum 
number of people register for the event, it is prepared and held with the help of cluster manage-
ment or cluster support. All the results are documented on the intranet using a uniform and 
simple system, and are accordingly available to all cluster partners.

Th ese fora off er a lively and connective form of learning and in addition to the increase in knowl-
edge they are an outstanding means of establishing trust and preparing for joint projects.

Here, for example, are guidelines for promoting an innovation-friendly climate for knowledge 

in organisations and networks:

• Failures are tolerated. Eff orts count as well as success.

• Anybody can contribute ideas, regardless of their position and status.

• We are prepared to take risks and accept failures.

• We promote an innovative business climate for every single employee.

• We believe that only change is permanent.

• We promote diversity; performance counts for more than rank and contacts.

• We stand by our products and services.

• We don’t let new ideas moulder in the fi ling cabinet – we test their potential 
 
 for implementation as quickly as possible.

• In new projects we also use the competence of outsiders.

• We believe in every individual’s success.
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Key questions

01. Is there a communication plan showing target groups (“who do we want to reach?”), goals
  (“what do we want to achieve by this?”), media (“how do we reach the groups?”) and times 
  (“when and how often do we want to inform and network?”).

02. Do the responsible parties in the cluster or strategic alliance implement the communication
  plan?

03. As there a clear allocation of tasks, showing who is responsible for which communication 
  activities internally and externally?

04. Are partners and customers regularly asked about their opinion on the benefi ts and quality of
  the information they are getting from the strategic alliance or cluster?

05. Are diff erent and complementary formats and media used for information and networking?

06. How can information and communication between cluster partners be improved by using
  modern IT solutions?

Key factors

Information work and PR are fundamental for the success of clusters. Strategic alliances with 
a small number of businesses still need information and networking, but the system of target 
groups to be included is smaller, so that the media solutions can also be smaller.

Clusters as open and learning networks often have over 100 diff erent partners, and need a rich 
and clear information basis to be internally integrative and externally attractive.

As clusters include both businesses and public institutions as well as a large number of diff erent 
stakeholders, communication has to take into account the diff erent expectations and habits of 
the various target groups.

• Businesses generally expect information to be very brief with a clear benefi t.

• Administrative entities and politicians usually want information which presents their own
 
 contributions in striking and visual form.

• Promotional agencies need information with documentary nature, showing activities and results.

• Regional developers and offi  cers with responsibility for a location look for information provid-
 ing an overview which shows the quality of the location.

• Th e media expect stories which are brief, striking and personal.

• Practitioners want access to data they can turn into information (and knowledge) for their own
 purposes.

• Evaluators need information on development and results in the form of indicators.

The six decisive questions

Communication plan as the basis

Clusters need professional information 
work

It must be target group specifi c …
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. . .and aim for clear information goals

Media mix important

Written and personal information

Information quality helps cluster brand 
formation

Central applications of ICT in cluster 
management: information, communication 
and cooperation 

An information system which meets target group needs and off ers diversity is needed to satisfy 
these diff erent requirements. Without a clear communication plan jointly drawn up or supported 
by the core partners, there can be no professional information policy. However, as strategic alli-
ances and clusters generally have very limited resources for communication, it is necessary to set 
priorities for the goals and target groups.

Th e goals should be split into short and medium term goals for each target group, and formulated 
in such a way that they can actually be checked. Regular checking of how far goals have been 
achieved is the only way to improve information work continuously. 

In implementation, the right media mix also plays a decisive role. Here, it is particularly impor-
tant to start from the target group’s expectations and habits and not from those of the people 
responsible for information in the cluster or strategic alliance. For example, the Internet and 
intranet are media which are more suitable for professional users than for SMEs or politicians.

It is also important to strike a balance between written and personal access to information. 
If there is too little face-to-face information, the integrative action of a strategic alliance or net-
work quickly fades, and it is not possible to establish trust.

Th e question of quality and design must also be taken very seriously. Ultimately, information 
and communication are one of the most important means of establishing and maintaining a 
brand. Every (long term) strategic alliance and cluster must be perceived as a brand in order to 
establish its uniqueness.

Cluster management and ICT 

Modern ICT solutions – particularly the Internet – off er numerous possibilities for supporting 
and enhancing the effi  ciency of cluster management and the associated processes and activities. 
Th ree central areas of application of ICT in cluster management are:

• Information

• Communication

• Cooperation
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Information and knowledge are not only factors of production but also factors for competition 
and success. Th e preparation, storage and presentation of relevant information to members ac-
cordingly play a particularly important role in innovation-oriented clusters within knowledge in-
tensive industries (keyword: learning organisation). IT is an important element in the knowledge 
management system of a cluster, which is primarily concerned with managing organisational 
knowledge. Organisational knowledge is knowledge which is associated with a community or 
group, rather than a specifi c individual. It arises through interaction and pooling of information 
between the individuals within an organisation or cluster. Th e central added value process here 
is the transfer of individual knowledge to collective knowledge, and vice versa. IT acts here as 
an infrastructure and platform for providing information and networking cluster actors. It of-
fers the necessary storage and processing capacity, making it part of the organisational memory.

Th e cluster’s communication can also be made more effi  cient and eff ective by using IT. Th is 
applies to both internal communication with cluster members and external communication to 
media (PR) and customers (marketing). A range of new IT programs and technologies make 
possible not only the classic one way communication (sender-recipient) but also interactive com-
munication between several actors.

ICT has central importance particularly in supporting cooperation and coordination within 
the cluster. Th e special structures (multifunctionality, heterogeneity) of clusters pose extremely 
high requirements for cluster and project management. Collaborative software, also known as 
groupware, can help implementing joint projects and processes in ways which are not only more 
effi  cient but also more transparent. 

IT as tool for knowledge management in 
the cluster

IT & communication

Collaborative software helps with 
cooperation and coordination
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Some important points 

IT packages for clusters – an overview

The classic: websites

Professional design and SEO

When using ICT in cluster management, the following points should be considered:

• First, it is necessary to communicate to cluster members the specifi c advantages of the relevant
 IT systems not only to the cluster but to their own businesses (awareness).

• A suitable IT infrastructure (hardware and software) must be procured based on the concrete
 need of the cluster and its members rather than on technological possibilities.

• It must be determined who is responsible for providing and maintaining the IT infrastructure.
 Often, it is more cost eff ective to outsource these services to an external service provider.

• Training is needed to enable all participants to use the services provided. 

• It must be decided who enters what information when into the system (administrator, moderator).

• It must be decided who has what kind of access to information and functions (roles).

• Th e information and communication fl ow between cluster members should be structured as
 openly as possible.

• Just like clusters themselves, IT systems are particularly successful if the driving force is not a
 single individual or business but an intrinsic force emerging from the desires and concrete
 needs of the members.

• Even the best IT structure can never replace personal communication and (face to face) inte-
 action between cluster members.

Th e central question now is which IT packages are most suitable for which applications and 

functions? Th e following section describes some tools, together with links where additional in-
formation can be found. 

Th e website is the Internet presence of an organisation (e.g. a cluster), mostly assembled from 
a number of documents (fi les, resources) which are linked by a uniform navigation system (hy-
pertext). Websites are primarily written in the platform independent display language HTML 
or XHTML, to ensure that it can be displayed on as many computers as possible. Websites are a 
classic tool for the cluster’s external communication. Cluster websites can be created at compara-
tively little expense, although great importance should be given to professional design and search 
engine optimisation (SEO), to ensure that the website is easy to locate for potentially interested 
parties. Th e use of websites for cluster management is essentially limited to external presentation. 
However, the functionality of a cluster website can be supplemented by communication and in-
formation. However, this requires considerable additional technical and fi nancial resources.
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Collaborative software or groupware is software which supports cooperation in a group over 
time and space. Groupware is particularly suitable for managing complex joint projects and 
group processes, such as the ones which often arise in clusters. It can be used as a tool or platform 
for storing and providing information, and also for internal communication and coordinating 
cooperation. Most groupware has a web-based interface with the following functions:

• documents 

• messages 

• announcements 

• events 

• links 

• tasks 

• calendar

• surveys 

• discussion board

Groupware comes in both commercial and freeware form. Th e best-known packages are: 

MS Share Point: http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/technologies/sharepoint· 

OpenGroupware.org: http://opengroupware.org· 

PHPROJEKT: http://www.phprojekt.com· 

eGroupWare: http://www.egroupware.org· 

Simple Groupware: http://www.simple-groupware.de

A special form of groupware is the so-called wiki. Th is is a collection of pages available on the 
Internet which users can not only read but also edit online. Wikis are similar to content manage-
ment systems. However, for cluster management wikis are only suitable as a knowledge manage-
ment tool, as they do not off er the additional functions in the packages listed above. Further 
information is available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki

E-community platforms on the Internet were developed to give specifi c groups of interested 
parties the capability of communicating and sharing experience via the Internet. Such plat-
forms off er their users basic functions such as messages, fi les, links, database, polls, membership 
list, diary. Th e best-known e-community system is Yahoo Groups: http://groups.yahoo.com. 
Th e system is free and is already being used by several software clusters in eastern Europe as a 
communication and cooperation tool. Th e drawback of Yahoo Groups is the shortage of storage 
available.

Groupware

Wikis & knowledge management 

E-community platforms
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Practical example: Croatian Cluster Network (CCN)

Th e Croatian Cluster Network (CCN) was developed under the GTZ project promoting Croatian 
clusters. Th e main task of the system is to promote the fl ow of information, communication and 
cooperation between Croatian clusters and also within the individual clusters. Each cluster has 
its own groupware application which cluster members can use for internal cluster management.

Free groupware application for 
Croatian clusters: CCN
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Key questions

01. Has the cluster reached its goals in terms of the desired result, costs and deadlines?

02. Have those responsible enough information to measure the cluster’s performance and success?

03. Are all relevant stakeholders satisfi ed with the results?

04. What has gone well, what not well?

05. How do the partners and other important stakeholders evaluate cooperation within the clus-
  ter and cooperation with customers and important interest groups?

06. What general conclusions do partners draw from the work for planning and implementing 
  future projects or the future work of the cluster?

07. Do cluster partners appreciate enough the successes achieved?

Key factors

Evaluation is a regular check (documentation and refl ection), mostly at the end of a project 
phase. Leading questions are whether the goals of the strategic alliance or cluster are still realistic, 
whether the chosen approach is the right one to achieve the goals, and what can be learned from 
experience to date. 

Evaluation can also be a response to an acute problem situation (crisis), for example if deadlines are 
massively overshot, if the actual costs diff er sharply from the budget, or if there is dissatisfaction.

In many areas, including clusters and strategic alliances, a “culture of evaluation” has grown up 
in recent years as people have recognised that an independent review of events provides valuable 
information for improving the activities.

We distinguish here between external and internal evaluation.

For an external evaluation an evaluator or evaluation team is commissioned from outside the 
business or cluster to carry out the evaluation. Th e content and methodology of evaluation are 
defi ned in the commission. Mostly, cluster evaluation uses a mix of quantitative and qualitative 
interviews with representatives of the various stakeholders and an analysis of written planning 
and reporting documentation. Th e results are sent to a cluster management team which draws 
conclusions for the next phase of the project. In many evaluations, workshops are held with a 
large number of cluster actors to enhance acceptance of the results and motivation for imple-
menting the conclusions.

A frequent criticism of conventional evaluations is that they are too control oriented and 
concerned with the past. However, evaluation as control is not generally very oriented towards 
action and change. Th e evaluated cluster system then tries to emerge from the evaluation with as 
little damage as possible, and fails to use the evaluation as a learning opportunity.

The seven decisive questions

Evaluation is systematically checking 
goal achievement and impacts

External evaluation – the view from 
outside
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Internal evaluation – a tool for learning 
and improving

Recording the most important information 
and data in a monitoring system 

Problems in evaluating strategic alliances 
and clusters

As a result, the idea has gained ground in recent years that evaluations are a learning tool for 
cluster managers. Internal evaluation is better suited for this purpose:

• Internal evaluation is a solution-oriented methodology which aims to enhance the competence
 of those being evaluated to learn from the experience.

• Th e point here is accurate diagnosis of the strengths and weaknesses from the point of view
 of the relevant stakeholders, and specifi c identifi cation of starting points (“levers”) for eff ective
 change.

• Evaluation aims at supporting learning and the strategic response capability of actors in the
 evaluated system.

• Evaluation should accordingly be structured as an interactive and implementation-oriented
 learning process.

An important basis for evaluation is information on the course and results of strategic alliances 
and clusters which has been systematically collected and stored. Th e choice of the information 
to be recorded depends on which indicators are defi ned as critical for the course and success of a 
strategic alliance. Th is information system is also described as monitoring:

Clusters and strategic alliances are highly complex, so that conventional analysis of results often 
fails to supply usable information. Monitoring using previously set parameters is often left be-
hind somewhere along the way, so that little useful data is available when the evaluation comes 
up. Th ere are several reasons for this:

• Monitoring still gives priority to quantitative, independent indicators, although the necessary 
 qualitative information for understanding the eff ects is lacking.

• Monitoring and reporting are focused on activities and direct results (outputs), which overly
 emphasizes short term aspects and neglects long term processes, although the latter are usually
 much more important for achieving goals and eff ects. 

• Th ere are currently hardly any indicators which are suitable and generally recognised for eval
 ating the eff ects of clusters, with a lack of both solidly established methodological foundations
 and practicable tools for monitoring eff ects.

• Evaluation is usually taken up too late so that it is impossible to use information directly to
 improve the situation.

• Evaluation is generally done on commission for the promotional entities, without dialogue
 with the project executing agencies, so that the conditions for a top-down control are met, but
 not for joint learning from experience.

• Eff ects of regional alliance projects and clusters are the result of highly diverse internal and
 external infl uences, and it is very diffi  cult to identify clear and unambiguous relationships. 
 Th e temptation is particularly great here to credit the cluster with resulting eff ects, whether or 
 not the cluster can demonstrably be shown to have contributed to them.
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As a result – starting in the fi eld of development cooperation, where conventional evaluation 
methods very often fail – an instrument has been developed in an eff ort to overcome these defi -
ciencies: Impact oriented monitoring. 

Impact oriented monitoring is a process for project management. With its help, information is 
collected on processes which is relevant for achieving results – and consequently for impacts.

Impact monitoring focuses on those factors which the project can directly infl uence. Th e empha-
sis here is on those areas which are decisive for achieving results: the quality of implementation 
of activities, organisational procedures and processes, changes in the behaviour of partners and 
target groups.

Impact oriented monitoring is implemented as follows:

• First, the participants defi ne the scope of impact and the results and impacts they anticipate.

• Th ey use this to derive impact hypotheses for the relationships between the project, the
 observable processes and the expected results and impacts. Th en, the actors determine areas 
 for monitoring where they defi ne mostly qualitative indicators and milestones for monitoring
 behaviour processes (Behavioural changes for whom? To what extent? By when?). During the
 project, the relevant data is collected and continuously interpreted. Th e conclusions are fed
 into the processes directly as corrections.

Th is process is used for holistic strategic monitoring of the areas decisive for achieving results. 
It is dialogue-oriented, and the results of monitoring can be simply displayed graphically. Th is 
makes it very suitable for participative procedures, e.g. in the form of workshops with the imple-
mentation partners.

Impact monitoring

Approaches to impact monitoring
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Evaluation errors

Frequent errors in evaluation

Planning and conception of cooperative projects are unrealistic and / or incomplete. Th is defi -
ciency is supposed to be subsequently resolved by exaggerated or wrongly selected controlling 
tools. In fact, this merely makes projects even more complicated.

Timetabling is done not on the basis of realistic assessment of the work required, but on the basis 
of deadlines set in advance, which in most cases are guided by wishful thinking.

Strategic alliance planning and controlling are done by diff erent people; there are problems of 
understanding and conciliation between customer, management and project team, given the lack 
of a common language. 

Constant turnover within the core teams also leads to communication problems, particularly if 
project documentation is only sporadic or incomplete.

Evaluation is useful for coming to terms with the past, which opens up the risk of limiting free-
dom of action in the future, instead of identifying resources for high quality project results.

Evaluation is done sporadically, rather than regularly. As a result, the benefi t of evaluation is 
mostly only recognised if serious threats arise to ongoing cooperation.

Th ere is no clear conclusion or clear milestones for joint projects. Projects are then continued 
endlessly, or they vegetate – mostly because the desired result fails to appear. 

Th e insights from the evaluation are not used for the next project or phase of cooperation in order 
to benefi t of past experience.



The eight decisive questions

Organising strategic alliances and 
clusters requires attention from partners 
and management.

Phases of organisational development 

Key questions

01. Are there enough capacity and awareness of change in the strategic alliance or cluster? 

02. Are there enough opportunities and encouragement to identify new trends in the environ-
  
  ment and develop new ideas for the strategic alliance or cluster?

03. Are change and innovation topics for the development of the strategic alliance or cluster?

04. Is there a (formal or informal) change agent team?

05. Are the management tasks and structures clearly defi ned?

06. Is leadership practised in the strategic alliance or network?

07. Is there a simple but emotional vision for the network or strategic alliance?

08. Is this vision communicated actively internally and externally, and is it still living?

Key factors

Clusters and strategic alliances are often not a separate business, but they are nevertheless 
separate social systems and living organisations. Th e implication is that they can change, grow 
and even die. Organising strategic alliances and clusters accordingly requires adequate attention 
from partners and management. In addition, this involves more than the legal and technical 
organisation which usually gets most attention. 

Organisations have their own life cycle. Often, a distinction is made between the following

phases:

• In the pioneer phase the founders have their hand on the tiller and feel responsible for every-
 
 thing. Th e organisation is energetic and chaotic.

• In the diff erentiation phase the organisation is gradually given more formal structure, more
 
 rules and processes are defi ned, and tasks and roles are described and assigned more precisely.

• During the growth phase the network becomes more and more successful and its successes b
 
 come better known, so that new partners join and bring with them more potential for success.

• In the crisis phase networks and clusters threaten to collapse because of their successes (or lack
 thereof ). One possibility is that the organisation, its management and service facilities become
 overwhelmed, reducing its appeal. Another is that changes in the environment or among part-
 ners and stakeholders are not noticed in time or at all. Th e organisation misses the opportunity 
 to make the necessary changes.

• During the transformation phase the network, strategic alliance or cluster is successfully 
 moved from an unsatisfactory state to a new one. If this is done in a (major) crisis, the trans-
 formation can also mean a new start.

5. TOPICS 
5.3. CHANGE | 5.3.2. CHANGE MANAGEMENT  
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Naturally, these phases are not a historical sequence, but merely an aid to thinking. Many clus-
ters, for example, advance directly from the pioneer phase to crisis, without ever having achieved 
appropriate growth.

Many clusters are also designed “on the drawing board” – i.e. “artifi cially” created by consultants 
and administrative offi  ces – so that they never pass through a pioneer phase for lack of energetic 
pioneers.

Change management covers all the systems and processes in an organisation which are there so 
that the necessary change process can take place and static organisations can become learning 
organisations.

Change management is not a technology but a complex system starting at the personal level, 
extending into the partner organisations and refl ected in the structures and systems of the cluster 
or strategic alliance.

On the way to becoming a learning 
organisation 
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Four decisive questions

Strategy means deriving the future from 
the future and not from the past

Key questions

01. Do those responsible for the cluster take regularly a shared “time-out” for strategic learning?

02. Are all cluster partners involved in refl ection on and further development of the cluster?

03. Are evaluations and surveys of various stakeholders the basis for strategic learning?

04. Are external consultants involved to support and moderate strategy sessions?

Key factors

Every strategic alliance and cluster is in danger of “ageing”, losing dynamism and the ability to 
respond to new conditions. Even successful networks are not immune against losing their inno-
vative strength, as success sometimes leads to inertia. Preventing this and fi nding the strategies 
for future success are the tasks of an active strategic learning culture and management.

Th e basis for strategic learning and management is the will and the ability to derive the future 
from the future and not from the past. 

However, this requires diff erent forms of collecting information and planning than operating 

management:

• One approach taken by many strategic alliances and clusters for getting a picture of their own
 capabilities, is a systematic comparison between their capabilities and performance with those 
 of their competitors. Best practices are identifi ed within and outside the industry looking at 
 businesses and strategic alliances which are exemplary by virtue of their superiority over com-
 petitors on one dimension of their performance. 

• One methodological variant for identifying gaps in capability compared with the competition 
 has established itself under the title “benchmarking”. Benchmarking is both a stimulus and a 
 tool for seeking new sources of knowledge and capabilities. Comparing between your own 
 processes and those of other businesses and strategic alliances (ideally with the most successful
 for each process) can remedy evolving internal operational blindness. Benchmarking requires
 a prior internal evaluation of the business’s processes. Besides identifying knowledge, this also
 initiates organisational learning. 

• Th e result is that the focused identifi cation of knowledge creates transparency. Th is in turn 
 allows for better orientation for partners in the strategic alliance or cluster, and enhances ac-
 cess to the external knowledge environment. Th e strategic alliance or cluster accordingly makes
 more effi  cient use of internal and external resources, improving its own response capability.

• Turning the focus of knowledge identifi cation to the future requires assessing future develop-
 ments which are important for the company and raising management awareness.

5. TOPICS 
5.3. CHANGE | 5.3.3. STRATEGIC LEARNING AND MANAGEMENT   
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• Th is may take the form of early warning systems which identify and tackle economic, legisla-
 tive or social signals at an early stage. Th e goal is to make possible forecasts and take suitable
 measures. Tools include monitoring (known issues are observed specifi cally and systemati-
 cally) and scanning (the business environment is searched broadly for new issues without any 
 specifi c focus).

• Lifestyle analyses study systematic changes in value systems and opinion changes of important 
 reference groups. Lifestyles are often closely linked to trends.

• Trend research identifi es long term movements in the society and decides which are important 
 and which not. Trends can be shaped – provided they are recognised early enough.

• To get information on future developments, the most frequently used tool is the scenario 
 method. Th e goal is to come up with images of the future and describe possible pathways for 
 reaching these including the conditions on the way. In terms of knowledge management, these 
 scenarios show which factors might play an important role in the development of the busi-
 nesses and what knowledge is needed to make the desired futures come about. Scenarios do not 
 forecast the future, but instead represent a possible, probable and desirable future which makes 
 possible solidly based decisions.

• Future laboratories are used as an alternative to the time and cost intensive scenario method. 
 Trend assumptions are formulated in project teams which make possible a glimpse into the 
 future in order to derive strategies for the next few years.

It is important to separate strategic learning and management from operational meetings. Other-
wise there is the risk that the problem-related and solution-oriented pressure of operating action 
will block or hamper open and creative strategic thinking. 
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